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TEXAS ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (TEKS) FOCUS

xx

Contents

(3)(A)

Describe and perform transformations of figures in a plane using coordinate notation.

(3)(B)

Determine the image or pre-image of a given two-dimensional figure under a composition of rigid
transformations, a composition of non-rigid transformations, and a composition of both, including
dilations where the center can be any point in the plane.

(3)(C)

Identify the sequence of transformations that will carry a given pre-image onto an image on and off
the coordinate plane.

(5)(A)

Investigate patterns to make conjectures about geometric relationships, including angles formed
by parallel lines cut by a transversal, criteria required for triangle congruence, special segments
of triangles, diagonals of quadrilaterals, interior and exterior angles of polygons, and special
segments and angles of circles choosing from a variety of tools.

(5)(C)

Use the constructions of congruent segments, congruent angles, angle bisectors, and perpendicular
bisectors to make conjectures about geometric relationships.

(7)(A)

Apply the definition of similarity in terms of a dilation to identify similar figures and their
proportional sides and the congruent corresponding angles.

(7)(B)

Apply the Angle-Angle criterion to verify similar triangles and apply the proportionality of the
corresponding sides to solve problems.

(8)(A)

Prove theorems about similar triangles, including the Triangle Proportionality theorem, and apply
these theorems to solve problems.

(8)(B)

Identify and apply the relationships that exist when an altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right
triangle, including the geometric mean, to solve problems.
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TEXAS ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (TEKS) FOCUS
(2)(B)

Derive and use the distance, slope, and midpoint formulas to verify geometric relationships,
including congruence of segments and parallelism or perpendicularity of pairs of lines.

(6)(D)

Verify theorems about the relationships in triangles, including proof of the Pythagorean Theorem,
the sum of interior angles, base angles of isosceles triangles, midsegments, and medians, and apply
these relationships to solve problems.

(9)(A)

Determine the lengths of sides and measures of angles in a right triangle by applying the
trigonometric ratios sine, cosine, and tangent to solve problems.

(9)(B)

Apply the relationships in special right triangles 30° - 60° - 90° and 45° - 45° - 90° and the
Pythagorean theorem, including Pythagorean triples, to solve problems.
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9-1

Similar Polygons

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

TEKS (7)(B) Apply the
Angle-Angle criterion to
verify similar triangles and
apply the proportionality of
the corresponding sides to
solve problems.

• Extended proportion – a proportion that

• Scale drawing – In a scale drawing,

states that three or more ratios are equal

all lengths are proportional to their
corresponding actual lengths.

• Extended ratio – In the extended ratio
a : b : c, the ratio of the first two numbers
is a : b, the ratio of the last two numbers
is b : c, and the ratio of the first and last
numbers is a : c.

TEKS (1)(A) Apply
mathematics to problems
arising in everyday life,
society, and the workplace.

• Extremes – In the proportion

• Scale factor – the ratio of corresponding
linear measurements of two similar
figures

• Similar figures – two figures that have
the same shape, but not necessarily the
same size. You can abbreviate is similar
to with the symbol ∼ .

a : b = c : d, the first and last numbers,
a and d, are the extremes.

• Means – In the proportion a : b = c : d,

Additional TEKS (1)(F),
(1)(G)

• Similar polygons – Two polygons

the middle numbers, b and c, are the
means.

are similar if corresponding angles
are congruent and if the lengths of
corresponding sides are proportional.

• Proportion – an equation that states that
two ratios are equal

• Scale – the ratio that compares each

• Apply – use knowledge or information

length in a scale drawing to the actual
length

for a specific purpose, such as solving a
problem

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
You can use ratios and proportions to decide whether two polygons are similar and
to find unknown side lengths of similar figures.

Key Concept Proportions
An equation that states that two ratios are equal is called a proportion. The first and last
numbers in a proportion are the extremes. The middle two numbers are the means.
T

extremes

T

23  46
c
c
means

4
extremes S 2
means S 3  6

Key Concept Cross Products Property
Words
In a proportion, the product
of the extremes equals the
product of the means.

380

Lesson 9-1 Similar Polygons

Symbols
If ab = dc , where b ≠ 0 and
d ≠ 0, then ad = bc.

Example
2 4
3=6
2 6=3 4
12 = 12

#

#

Key Concept
Define
Two polygons are similar
polygons if corresponding
angles are congruent and if
the lengths of corresponding
sides are proportional.

Similar Polygons
Diagram
ABCD ∼ GHIJ
H
C
B

Symbols
∠A ≅ ∠G
  
∠B ≅ ∠H
∠C ≅ ∠I
∠D ≅ ∠J

I

AB BC CD AD
GH = HI = IJ = GJ

D

A

J

G

Problem 1

hsm11gmse_0702_t05121

Understanding Similarity
How can you use the
similarity statement
to write ratios of
corresponding sides?
Use the order of the
sides in the similarity
statement. MN
SR is a ratio
of corresponding sides.

M

△MNP ∼ △SRT

P

R

A What are the pairs of congruent angles?

∠M ≅ ∠S, ∠N ≅ ∠R, and ∠P ≅ ∠T
What is the extended proportion for the ratios of
B 	
corresponding sides?
MN NP MP
SR = RT = ST

N
T

S

Problem 2

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Determining Similarity

hsm11gmse_0702_t05623

Are the polygons similar? If they are, write a similarity statement and give the
scale factor.
J 12
K
6

A JKLM and TUVW

Step 1
How do you identify
corresponding sides?
The included side
between a pair of
angles of one polygon
corresponds to the
included side between
the corresponding pair
of congruent angles of
another polygon.

		
Step 2
		
		

24

∠J ≅ ∠T, ∠K ≅ ∠U, ∠L ≅ ∠V, and ∠M ≅ ∠W
Compare the ratios of corresponding sides.
JK 12 2
TU = 6 = 1
LM 24 12
VW = 14 = 7

T 6 U

W

M

Identify pairs of congruent angles.

6

16
14

24

V

KL 24 3
UV = 16 = 2
JM 6 1
TW = 6 = 1

L

Corresponding sides are not proportional, so the polygons are not similar.
20
12
Ahsm11gmse_0702_t05624
F
B E

B △ABC and △EFD

Step 1
		
Step 2
		

Identify pairs of congruent angles.
∠A ≅ ∠D, ∠B ≅ ∠E, and ∠C ≅ ∠F

8

C

16

15

10

D

Compare the ratios of corresponding sides.
AB 12 4
DE = 15 = 5

BC 16 4
EF = 20 = 5

AC
8
4
DF = 10 = 5

Yes; △ABC ∼ △DEF and the scale factor is 45 or 4 : 5.

hsm11gmse_0702_t05625
PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 3
Using Similar Polygons
Algebra ABCD ∼ EFGD. What is the value of x?
4.5

7.2

5

11.25
9

Can you rely on the
diagram alone to set
up the proportion?
No, you need to use the
similarity statement to
identify corresponding
sides in order to write
ratios that are equal.

Corresponding sides of similar
FG ED 	
BC = AD
polygons are proportional.
x
6
7.5 = 9

Substitute.

9x = 45

Cross Products Property

x=5

A

5

y

F

E

6

D

B
x

7.5

G

Divide each side by 9.

The value of x is 5. The correct answer is B.

hsm11gmse_0702_t05628.ai

Problem 4
Using Similarity
Design Your class is making a rectangular poster for a rally. The poster’s design is
6 in. wide by 10 in. high. The space allowed for the poster is 4 ft wide by 8 ft high.
What are the dimensions of the largest poster that will fit in the space?

You can’t solve the
problem until you know
which dimension fills the
space first.

Step 1

Determine whether the height or width will fill the space first.
Width: 4 ft = 48 in.

Height: 8 ft = 96 in.

		48 in. , 6 in. = 8		 96 in. , 10 in. = 9.6
The design can be enlarged at most 8 times.
Step 2

The greatest width is 48 in., so find the height.
6
10
48 = x

Corresponding sides of similar polygons are proportional.

6x = 480

Cross Products Property

x = 80

Divide each side by 6.

The largest poster is 48 in. wide by 80 in. high, or 4 ft wide by 623 ft high.
382

C

Lesson 9-1 Similar Polygons

Problem 5

TEKS Process Standard (1)(A)

Using a Scale Drawing

STEM

Design The diagram shows a scale drawing of the Golden Gate Bridge
in San Francisco. The distance between the two towers is the main
span. What is the actual length of the main span of the bridge?

Why is it helpful
to use a scale in
different units?
1 cm : 200 m in the
same units would be
1 cm : 20,000 cm. When
1
solving the problem, 200
is easier to work with
1
than 20,000
.

The length of the main span in the scale drawing is 6.4 cm. Let s represent
the main span of the bridge. Use the scale to set up a proportion.
length in drawing (cm)
actual length (m)

6.4
1
200 = s

	 s = 1280

Cross Products Property

NLINE

HO

ME

RK

O

The actual length of the main span of the bridge is 1280 m.

WO

PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

List the pairs of congruent angles and the extended proportion that relates the
corresponding sides for the similar polygons.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

1. RSTV ∼ DEFG
D

		 R

V

E

S

2. △CAB ∼ △WVT
A
B

3. KLMNP ∼ HGFDC

W

K

M

P

T
G

F

C

T

V

H

L

N

G
F

C
D

383
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hsm11gmse_0702_t05634.ai hsm11gmse_0702_t05635.ai
hsm11gmse_0702_t05633.ai

Determine whether the polygons are similar. If so, write a similarity statement and
give the scale factor. If not, explain.
4.

5.

E

B

9

C 15

9

A

15

4

9

A

F

15

4

D

B

C

6.

E
6

4
4

D

K

R

6

F
6

34

16

15

P
8

17

Q

6

G

J

L

30

The polygons are similar. Find the value of each variable.
7.

y

6

STEM

8

9.

6

x

15

6

5
10

y

30

y

z

25.5

10. The space allowed for the mascot on a school’s Web page is 120 pixels wide by
90 pixels high. Its digital image is 500 pixels wide by 375 pixels high. What is the
largest image of the mascot thathsm11gmse_0702_t05644.ai
will fit on the Web page?
hsm11gmse_0702_t13141
hsm11gmse_0702_t05645.ai
In the diagram at the right, △DFG ∼ △HKM. Find each of
G
the following.
M
70
27.5
GD
11. m∠K
12. MH
15
13. MK

STEM

8.

37
9
x
hsm11gmse_0702_t05637.ai
hsm11gmse_0702_t05641.aihsm11gmse_0702_t05636.ai
3.5
12
x

14. GD

D

59

30

F

H

18

15. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) You want to make a scale drawing of
New York City’s Empire State Building using the scale 1 in. = 250 ft. If the building
10
is 1250 ft tall, how tall should you make the building in your scale drawing?
16. The Davis family is planning to drive from San
Antonio to Houston. About how far will they have
to drive?
17. Justify Mathematical Arguments (1)(G) Two
polygons have corresponding side lengths that are
proportional. Can you conclude that the polygons
are similar? Justify your reasoning.
18. Connect Mathematical Ideas (1)(F) Explain why
two congruent figures must also be similar. Include
scale factor in your explanation.

hsm11gmse_0702_t05646.ai
Austin
Del Rio

Laredo
Scale
1 cm : 112 km

20. In rectangle BCEG, BC : CE = 2 : 3. In rectangle LJAW, LJ : JA = 2 : 3. Show that
BCEG ∼ LJAW.

Lesson 9-1 Similar Polygons

Houston

San Antonio

19. △JLK and △RTS are similar. The scale factor of
△JLK to △RTS is 3 : 1. What is the scale factor of
△RTS to △JLK ?

384

K

Galveston

Corpus
Christi
Brownsville

21. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) A company produces a standard-sized
U.S. flag that is 3 ft by 5 ft. The company also produces a giant-sized flag that is
similar to the standard-sized flag. If the shorter side of the giant-sized flag is 36 ft,
what is the length of its longer side?
22. a. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) What are the measures of ∠A,
∠ABC, ∠BCD, ∠CDA, ∠E, ∠F , and ∠G? Explain.

6

b. What are the lengths of AB, BC, CD, DA, AE, EF , FG, and AG?

E

c. Is ABCD similar to AEFG? Justify your answer.

C

2 B

Create Representations to Communicate Mathematical Ideas (1)(E) Choose
a scale and make a scale drawing of each rectangular playing surface.
23. A soccer field is 110 yd by 60 yd.

F

y

O

G
x

D
4

1A

6

24. A football field is 360 ft by 160 ft.

Find the value of x. Give the scale factor of the polygons.
25. △WLJ ∼ △QBV 			
x6

		
W
x

L
STEM

J

Q

26. GKNM ∼ VRPT
G
8.4
B
8

4

5

hsm11gmse_0702_t10553.ai
K

3x  2

4

V

P

x4

M

T

R
6.3

N

27. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The scale drawing at the right is part of a floor
plan for a home. The scale is 1 cm = 10 ft. What are the actual dimensions
of the family room?

3

V

Dining

3

Kitchen

hsm11gmse_0702_t05647.ai
hsm11gmse_0702_t05648.ai
Family
28. The
lengths of the sides of a triangle are in the extended
ratio 2 : 3 : 4. The
room
perimeter of the triangle is 54 in.
a. The length of the shortest side of a similar triangle is 16 in. What are the
lengths of the other two sides of this triangle?

Master
bedroom

b. Compare the ratio of the perimeters of the two triangles to their scale factor.
What do you notice?

TEXAS Test Practice
29. PQRS ∼ JKLM with a scale factor of 4 : 3. QR = 8 cm. What is the value of KL?
A. 6 cm

B. 8 cm

C. 10 23 cm

D. 24 cm

30. In the diagram at the right, what is m∠1?
F. 45

G. 75

H. 125

60

J. 135

31. Which of the following is NOT a property of an isosceles trapezoid?

75

A. The base angles are congruent.

C. The diagonals are perpendicular.

B. The legs are congruent.

D. The diagonals are congruent.

1

hsm11gmse_0702_t05649
PearsonTEXAS.com
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9-2

Similarity Transformations

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

TEKS (7)(A) Apply the definition of similarity
in terms of a dilation to identify similar figures
and their proportional sides and the congruent
corresponding angles.
TEKS (1)(D) Communicate mathematical
ideas, reasoning, and their implications
using multiple representations, including
symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language as
appropriate.
Additional TEKS (1)(E), (1)(F), (3)(A), (3)(B),
(3)(C), (5)(C)

• Similar – Two figures are similar if and only if there is a composition
of rigid transformations and a dilation that maps one figure onto
the other.

• Similarity transformation – a composition of rigid transformations
and a dilation

• Implication – a conclusion that follows from previously stated ideas
or reasoning without being explicitly stated

• Representation – a way to display or describe information. You can
use a representation to present mathematical ideas and data.

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
You can use compositions of rigid transformations and dilations to help you
understand the properties of similarity.

Key Concept Similar Figures
Two figures are similar if and only if there is a composition of rigid transformations
and a dilation that maps one figure onto the other. Compositions of rigid
transformations and a dilation are called similarity transformations.

Problem 1

TEKS Process Standard (1)(D)

Composing a Rigid Transformation and a Dilation
For the composition
D1.5 ∘ Ry@axis , which
transformation
happens first?
D1.5 ∘ R y-axis means that
the figure was reflected
across the y-axis, and
then dilated by a scale
factor of 1.5.

386

△DEF has vertices D(2, 0), E(1, 4), and F(4, 2). What is the image of △DEF when
you apply the composition D1.5 ∘ Ry@axis ?
Step 1	Find the vertices of Ry@axis(△DEF). Then
connect the vertices to draw the image.

6

E E
4

Use the coordinate rule Ry@axis (x, y) = ( -x, y).
Ry@axis (D) = D′( -2, 0)
Ry@axis (E ) = E′( -1, 4)
Ry@axis (F ) = F′( -4, 2)

y

F

2

F
x

6 4

D O

D

4

Lesson 9-2 Similarity Transformations
geo12_se_ccs_c09l07_t02_patches.ai

6

Problem 1

continued

E

Step 2	Find the vertices of the dilation of △D′E′F′.
Then connect the vertices to draw the image.
Use the coordinate rule D1.5(x, y) = (1.5x, 1.5y).
D1.5 (D′) = D″( -3, 0)
D1.5 (E′) = E″( -1.5, 6)
D1.5 (F′) = F″( -6, 3)

F

6

y

E E
4
F

2

F
x

6 4 D D O

4

D

6

The vertices of the image after the composition of a rigid
and a non-rigid transformation are D″( -3, 0), E″( -1.5, 6), and F″( -6, 3).

Problem 2
Describing Transformations

geo12_se_ccs_c09l07_t03_patches.ai

What is a composition of rigid and non-rigid transformations
that maps △RST to △PYZ?

4

y

S

2
The vertices of
the preimage
and image

A composition of
transformations
that maps △RST
to △PYZ

Study the figures to
determine how the image
could have resulted
from the preimage.
Then use the vertices to
verify the composition
of transformations.

R
6 4 2 O
P2
Z

T
2

x

4
Y

6

It appears that △RST was rotated and then enlarged to create △PYZ. To verify the
composition of transformations, begin by rotating the triangle 180° about the origin.
r(180°, O) (R) = R′( -1, -1)

Use the coordinate rule r(180°, O)(x,
y) = (-x, -y).
geo12_se_ccs_c09l07_t04_patches.a

r(180°, O) (S) = S′( -1, -3)
r(180°, O) (T) = T ′( -3, -1)
In △PYZ the length of PY is twice the length of RS in △RST. Scale the vertices of the
intermediate image R′S′T ′ to verify the dilation.
D2( -1, -1) = P( -2, -2)

Use the coordinate rule D2(x, y) = (2x, 2y).

D2( -1, -3) = Y( -2, -6)
D2( -3, -1) = Z( -6, -2)
The vertices of the dilation of △R′S′T′ match the vertices of △PYZ.
A rotation of 180° about the origin followed by a dilation with scale factor 2
maps △RST to △PYZ.
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Problem 3
Identifying Similar Figures
If there is a dilation that maps △ABC to △EFG, then
they are similar. Are △ABC and △EFG similar? If
so, identify their proportional sides and congruent
corresponding angles.

6

y

G

4 E
C

2

To find a scale factor for a dilation that might map △ABC to
△EFG, calculate how many times longer EF is than AB.

A
O

B

AB = 2(2 - 0)2 + (0 - 1)2 = 24 + 1 = 25

x

F
4

6

8

	 
EF = 2(6 - 0)2 + (0 - 3)2 = 236 + 9 = 245 = 325

#

What is the center of
dilation for D3(x, y) in
the coordinate plane?
The center of dilation
is (0, 0).

Since 3 25 = 325, you can scale the vertices of △ABC by 3 to see if a dilation
maps △ABC to △EFG.
D3(0, 1) = (0, 3) = E

Use the coordinate rule D3(x, y) = (3x, 3y).

D3(2, 0) = (6, 0) = F
D3(3, 2) = (9, 6) = G
A dilation with scale factor 3 maps △ABC to △EFG, so △ABC ∼ △EFG.
The corresponding sides of similar triangles are proportional. Therefore, in similar
FG
EF
triangles △ABC and △EFG, AB
= BC
= AC
EG . Similar triangles also have congruent
corresponding angles. So ∠A ≅ ∠E, ∠B ≅ ∠F , and ∠C ≅ ∠G.

Problem 4

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Finding Similarity Transformations
Use the definition of similarity in terms of a similarity
transformation to determine whether the triangles
are similar. If they are, describe the similarity
transformation that maps one triangle to the other
and write a similarity statement. If not, explain.
Does it matter
what the center of
dilation is?
No. All that matters is
that k PA = TN.

#

N
P

T
A

Although PA ≠ TN, there is a scale factor k such that
k PA = TN. Dilate △PAQ using this scale factor. Then
Q
P′A′ ≅ TN. Since dilations preserve angle measure,
you also know that ∠P′ ≅ ∠T and ∠A′ ≅ ∠N. Therefore, △P′A′Q′ ≅ △TNO
by ASA. This means that there is a sequence of rigid transformations, such as a
rotation followed by a translation, that maps △P′A′Q′ onto △TNO.

#

geo12_se_ccs_c09l07_patch
G.ai
So there is a dilation that maps △PAQ to △P′A′Q′, and a sequence
of rigid
transformations that maps △P′A′Q′ to △TNO. Therefore, there is a composition
of rigid transformations and a dilation that maps △PAQ onto △TNO, and
△PAQ ∼ △TNO.
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PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Use Multiple Representations to Communicate Mathematical Ideas (1)(D)
△MAT has vertices M(6, −2), A(4, −5), and T(1, −2). For each of the following,
sketch the image of the composition of transformations.
1. reflection across the x-axis followed by a dilation by a scale factor of 0.5
2. rotation of 180° about the origin followed by a dilation by a scale factor of 1.5
3. translation 6 units up followed by a reflection across the y-axis and then a
dilation by a scale factor of 2
For each graph, describe a composition of rigid and non-rigid transformations
that maps △FGH to △QRS.
4.

4
R

5.

y

G

R

F
S

Q
4 2 O

2

x

4

4

6.

y

S

Q

2
x

4

4 2

G

S

G

4

H

y

H

2 Q 4
H

4

F
x

F
4

2

4

4

R

For each pair of figures, determine if there is a similarity transformation that
maps one figure onto the other. If so, identify the similarity transformation
and write a similarity statement. If not, explain.

geom12_se_ccs_c09l07_t017.ai
geom12_se_ccs_c09l07_t018.ai
7. A
8. A
9. geom12_se_ccs_c09l07_t019.ai
20
S
B
9

V

18
15

S

I
10

G

6

12

R

8

D
H

C
12

A

L

K

C

E

25
geom12_se_ccs_c09l07_t020.ai

I

J

geo12_se_ccs_c09l07_t022.ai

10. Connect Mathematical Ideas (1)(F) A surveyor wants to use similar
triangles to determine the distance across a lake as shown at the right.
a. Are the two triangles in the figure similar?
Use the definition of similarity in terms of
178 m
a similarity transformation to justify
75º
your answer.
132 m
b. What is the distance d across the lake?

d

445 m

75º

PearsonTEXAS.com
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11. Evaluate Reasonableness (1)(B) Your teacher uses a geometry software
program to plot △ABC with vertices A(2, 1), B(6, 1), and C(6, 4). Then he
uses a similarity transformation to plot △DEF with vertices D( -4, -2),
E( -12, -2), and F( -12, -8). The corresponding angles of the two triangles are
congruent. How can the Distance Formula be used to verify that the ratios of
the corresponding sides are proportional? Verify that the figures are similar.
12. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Suppose that
△JKL is formed by connecting the midpoints of the sides of
△ABC. Is △AJL similar to △ABC? Explain.
13. Connect Mathematical Ideas (1)(F) What
properties are preserved by rigid transformations but not
by similarity transformations?

J

A

B
K

L

14. If △ABC has vertices given by A(u, v), B(w, x), and C(y, z), and △NOP has
vertices given by N(5u, -4v), O(5w, -4x), and P(5y, -4z), is there ageo12_se_ccs_c09l07_t0050.ai
similarity
transformation that maps △ABC to △NOP? Explain.
15. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) When Mrs. Sheldon places a transparency
on the screen of the overhead projector, the projector shows an enlargement
of the transparency on the wall. Does this situation represent a similarity
transformation? Explain.
16. Tell whether each statement below is true or false.
a. In order to show that two figures are similar, it is sufficient to show that there
is a similarity transformation that maps one figure to the other.
b. If there is a similarity transformation that maps one figure to another figure,
then the figures are similar.
c. If there is a similarity transformation that maps one figure to another figure,
then the figures are congruent.
Identify whether the given figures are similar by determining if there is a dilation
that maps one figure to the other. If they are similar, identify their proportional
sides and congruent corresponding angles.
17. △EFG with vertices E( -1, 3), F( -2, 1), and G( -4, 3)
		
△JKL with vertices J( -4, 2), K( -2, 6), and L( -8, 6)
18. △MNP with vertices M( -2, -2), N(4, -2), and P( -1, -4)
		
△CDE with vertices C( -1, -1), D(2, -1), and E( -1, -2)
19. quadrilateral QRTD with vertices Q( -4, 0), R(2, 2), T(2, -4), and D( -4, -6)
		
quadrilateral MSNP with vertices M( -6, 0), S(3, 3), N(3, -6), and P( -6, -9)
20. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) A pentagon has vertices A( -1, 1),
B(1, 2), C(3, 2), D(3, -1), and E(1, -1). A classmate draws a second pentagon
with vertices S( -2, 2), T(2, 4), U(6, 4), V(6, -2), and W(2, -2). Are the
corresponding sides of the two pentagons proportional? Explain your reasoning.
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21. a. Draw a triangle and label its vertices X, Y, and Z.
b. Construct a second triangle with vertices F, G, and H such that FH W XZ,
∠F ≅ ∠X , and ∠G ≅ ∠Y .
c. Repeat part (b) several times using different lengths for FH.
d. Make a conjecture about the relationship between two triangles with two
pairs of congruent corresponding angles.
Determine whether each statement is always, sometimes, or never true.
22. There is a similarity transformation between two rectangles.
23. There is a similarity transformation between two squares.
24. There is a similarity transformation between two circles.
25. There is a similarity transformation between a right triangle and an equilateral
triangle.
26. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) A 4-inch by 6-inch rectangular
photo is enlarged to fit an 8-inch by 10-inch frame. Are the two photographs
similar? Explain.
27. Connect Mathematical Ideas (1)(F) Is a rigid transformation an example of a
similarity transformation? Explain your reasoning and give an example.
28. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A printing company enlarges a banner for a
graduation party by a scale factor of 8.
a. What are the dimensions of the larger banner?
b. How can the printing company be sure that the
enlarged banner is similar to the original?

13 in.

3 in.

TEXAS Test Practice
29. △STU has vertices S(1, 2), T(0, 5), and U( -8, 0). What is the x-coordinate of S
after a 270° rotation about the origin?
30. The diagonals of rectangle PQRS intersect at O. PO = 2x - 5 and OR = 7 - x.
What is the length of QS?
31. In △PQR, PQ = 10 in. and QR = 12 in. RP must be less than x inches.
What is the value of x?
32. What is the length of the line segment joining P( -3, -2) and Q(9, 3)?

PearsonTEXAS.com
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9-3

Proving Triangles Similar
VOCABULARY

TEKS FOCUS
TEKS (7)(B) Apply the Angle-Angle criterion to verify
similar triangles and apply the proportionality of the
corresponding sides to solve problems.

• Indirect measurement – Indirect measurement is a

TEKS (1)(E) Create and use representations to organize,
record, and communicate mathematical ideas.

• Representation – a way to display or describe

way of measuring things that are difficult to measure
directly.

information. You can use a representation to present
mathematical ideas and data.

Additional TEKS (1)(F), (1)(G), (8)(A)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING

• You can show that two triangles are similar when you know • Sometimes you can use similar triangles to find lengths
the relationships between only two or three pairs of
corresponding parts.

Postulate 9-1
Postulate
If two angles of one triangle
are congruent to two angles
of another triangle, then the
triangles are similar.

that cannot be measured easily using a ruler or other
measuring device.

Angle-Angle Similarity (AA =) Postulate
If . . .
∠S ≅ ∠M and ∠R ≅ ∠L

Theorem
If an angle of one triangle is
congruent to an angle of a
second triangle, and the sides
that include the two angles are
proportional, then the triangles
are similar.

L

R
S

Theorem 9-1

Then . . .
△SRT ∙ △MLP

M

T

P

Side-Angle-Side Similarity (SAS =) Theorem

hsm11gmse_0703_t05714
If . . .

AB AC
QR = QS and ∠A ≅ ∠Q

A

B

Then . . .
△ABC ∙ △QRS

Q

C
R

S
You will prove Theorem 9-1 in Exercise 21.

hsm11gmse_0703_t05719
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Theorem 9-2
Theorem
If the corresponding sides of two
triangles are proportional, then
the triangles are similar.

Side-Side-Side Similarity (SSS =) Theorem
If . . .

Then . . .
△ABC ∙ △QRS

AB AC BC
QR = QS = RS

A

B

Q

C
R

You will prove Theorem 9-2 in Exercise 22.

S

Problem 1

hsm11gmse_0703_t05720

Using the AA = Postulate
What do you need
to show that the
triangles are similar?
To use the AA ∙
Postulate, you need to
prove that two pairs of
angles are congruent.

Are the two triangles similar? How do you know?

V

W
45

A △RSW and △VSB

S

45

∠R ≅ ∠V because both angles measure 45°.
∠RSW ≅ ∠VSB because vertical angles are congruent.
So △RSW ∙ △VSB by the AA ∙ Postulate.

B

R

B △JKL and △PQR

∠L ≅ ∠R because both angles measure 70°.
By the Triangle Angle-Sum Theorem,
30
m∠K = 180 - 30 - 70 = 80 and
J
m∠P = 180 - 85 - 70 = 25. Only one pair of
angles is congruent. So △JKL and △PQR are not similar.

Problem 2

K

Q

85
hsm11gmse_0703_t05715
70

L

R

70

P

TEKS Process Standard (1)(E)

Verifying Triangle Similarity

hsm11gmse_0703_t05716

Are the triangles similar? If so, write a similarity statement for the triangles.
A

S
10

U

8

6

V
9

T

12

W

15

X
S

Use the side lengths to identify corresponding sides.
Then set up ratios for each pair of corresponding sides.
ST 6 2
XV = 9 = 3
hsm11gmse_0703_t05724
US 10 2
		Longest sides
WX = 15 = 3
TU
8
2
		Remaining sides
VW = 12 = 3

		Shortest sides

10

U

8

6

V
9

T

12

W

15

X

	All three ratios are equal, so corresponding sides are proportional.
△STU ∙ △XVW by the SSS ∙ Theorem.

hsm11gmse_0703_t05723
continued on next page ▶
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Problem 2
How can you make
it easier to identify
corresponding sides
and angles?
Sketch and label two
separate triangles.

continued

B

L

2

M

8

K

12

P 3 N

∠K ≅ ∠K by the Reflexive Property of
Congruence.

M

L
8  2  10

8

8
KL
KP
4
= 10 = 45 and KN = 12
15 = 5 .
KM
hsm11gmse_0703_t05725

K

	So △KLP ∙ △KMN by the
SAS ∙ Theorem.

P K

12

12  3  15

N

∠K is the included angle between
two known sides in each triangle.

Problem 3

TEKS Process Standard (1)(G)

Proof Proving Triangles Similar

hsm11gmse_0703_t05726
K
G

Given: FG ≅ GH,
JK ≅ KL,
∠F ≅ ∠J

J
F

Prove: △FGH ∙ △JKL

The triangles are
isosceles, so the base
angles are congruent.

Statements

394

H

You need to show
that the triangles
are similar.

Find two pairs of corresponding
congruent angles and use the
AA ∙ Postulate to prove the
triangles are similar.

Reasons

1) FG ≅ GH, JK ≅ KL

1) Given

2) △FGH is isosceles.
△JKL is isosceles.

2) Def. of an isosceles △

3) ∠F ≅ ∠H, ∠J ≅ ∠L

3) Base ⦞ of an isosceles △ are ≅.

4) ∠F ≅ ∠J

4) Given

5) ∠H ≅ ∠J

5) Transitive Property of ≅

6) ∠H ≅ ∠L

6) Transitive Property of ≅

7) △FGH ∙ △JKL

7) AA ∙ Postulate

Lesson 9-3 Proving Triangles Similar

L

Problem 4
Applying Proportionality to Indirect Measurement
Rock Climbing Before rock climbing, Darius wants to know how high he will climb.
He places a mirror on the ground and walks backward until he can see the top of
the cliff in the mirror. What is the height of the cliff?
J

x ft

H
5.5 ft
T
Before solving for x, verify
that the triangles are
similar. △HTV ∼ △ JSV
by the AA ∼ Postulate
because ∠T ≅ ∠S and
∠HVT ≅ ∠JVS .

△HTV ∼ △JSV

S

34 ft

6 ft V

AA ∼ Postulate

HT TV
JS = SV
5.5
6
x = 34

Corresponding sides of ∼ triangles are proportional.
Substitute.

187 = 6x

Cross Products Property

31.2 ≈ x

Solve for x.

NLINE

HO

ME

RK

O

The cliff is about 31 ft high.

WO

PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Use Representations to Communicate Mathematical Ideas (1)(E)
Determine whether the triangles are similar. If so, write a similarity
statement and name the postulate or theorem you used. If not, explain.
1.

2.

F

H
G

U

J

K

N

R

3. R

12 P

24

S

35

S

25

Y

35 110

A

T

16
Q
8
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hsm11gmse_0703_t05737.ai
hsm11gmse_0703_t05739.ai
hsm11gmse_0703_t05741.ai

4. Given: ∠ABC ≅ ∠ACD
Proof

5. Given: PR = 2NP,

Proof

		
Prove: △ABC ∙ △ACD			

6. Given: PQ # QT, ST # TQ,
PQ QR
ST = TV

Proof

PQ = 2MP			

					Prove: △MNP ∙ △QRP		
Prove: △VKR is isosceles.
C
R
		
		
				
M

P

S
K

A

D

N

B

P

Q

V

T

R

Q

Explain why the triangles are similar. Then find the distance represented by x.
7.

hsm11gmse_0703_t05752.ai

8.

hsm11gmse_0703_t05743.ai
hsm11gmse_0703_t05744.ai
x

x

90 ft
120 ft

135 ft

5 ft 6 in.
4 ft

10 ft
Mirror

9. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) At a certain time of day, a
1.8-m-tall person standing next to the Washington Monument casts a 0.7-m
shadow. At the same time, the Washington Monument casts a 65.8-m shadow.
How tall is the Washington Monument?
10. a. Are two isosceles triangles always similar? Explain.
b. Are two right isosceles triangles always similar? Explain.
11. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A 2-ft vertical post casts a 16-in. shadow at the same
time that a nearby cell phone tower casts a 120-ft shadow. How tall is the cell
phone tower?
12. Justify Mathematical Arguments (1)(G) Does any line that intersects two sides
of a triangle and is parallel to the third side of the triangle form two similar
triangles? Justify your reasoning.
13. Draw any △ABC with m∠C = 30. Use a straightedge and
compass to construct △LKJ so that △LKJ ∙ △ABC.
14. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) In the diagram at the
right, △PMN ∙ △SRW . MQ and RT are altitudes. The scale
factor of △PMN to △SRW is 4 : 3. What is the ratio of MQ to
RT ? Explain how you know.

R

W

P

Q
M

T
S
N

15. △ABC has vertices A(0, 0), B(2, 4), and C(4, 2). △RST has vertices
R(0, 3), S( -1, 5), and T( -2, 4). Prove that △ABC ∙ △RST .

Proof

hsm11gmse_0703_t05753.ai
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For each pair of similar triangles, find the value of x.
16.

17.

2x

18.

2x  4

10
39

x
8
9

5

x

x6

x2
x  14

24

19. Write a proof of the following: Any two nonvertical parallel
lines have equal slopes.

y 
1

Proof

E

2
B
hsm11gmse_0703_t05748.ai
hsm11gmse_0703_t05750.ai
		
Given: Nonvertical
lines /1 andhsm11gmse_0703_t05749.ai
/2, /1 } /2 ,
EF and BC are # to the x-axis

x

O

BC EF
		
Prove: AC = DF

D

C

A

F

20. Use the diagram in Exercise 19. Prove: Any two nonvertical lines with equal
slopes are parallel.
A
Q
21. Write a paragraph proof to prove the Side-Angle-Side
hsm11gmse_0703_t05754.ai
Proof Similarity Theorem (Theorem 9-1).
Proof

AC

AB
		
Given: QR = QS , ∠A ≅ ∠Q
		
Prove: △ABC ∙ △QRS

B

C
R

S

A

22. Write a paragraph proof to prove the Side-Side-Side
Similarity Theorem (Theorem 9-2).

Q

Proof

AC

BC

AB
		
Given: QR = QS = RS
		
Prove: △ABC ∙ △QRS

hsm11gmse_0703_t05755.ai
B
C
R

TEXAS Test Practice

hsm11gmse_0703_t05756.ai

23. Complete the statement △ABC ∙ ? . By which postulate or
theorem are the triangles similar?
A. △AKN ; SSS ∙
C. △ANK ; SAS ∙
B. △AKN ; SAS ∙

S

D. △ANK ; AA ∙

24. ∠1 and ∠2 are alternate interior angles formed by two parallel
lines and a transversal. If m∠2 = 68, what is m∠1?
F. 22
G. 68
H. 112

B

2 N

8

A

12

C 3 K

J. 122

25. The length of a rectangle is twice its width. If the perimeter of the rectangle
is 72 in.,
hsm11gmse_0703_t05757.ai
what is the length of the rectangle?
A. 12 in.
B. 18 in.
C. 24 in.
D. 36 in.
26. Graph A(2, 4), B(4, 6), C(6, 4), and D(4, 2). What type of polygon is ABCD? Justify
your answer.
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9-4

Similarity in Right Triangles
VOCABULARY

TEKS FOCUS
TEKS (8)(B) Identify and apply the relationships that exist
when an altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle,
including the geometric mean, to solve problems.

• Geometric mean – For any two positive numbers

TEKS (1)(C) Select tools, including real objects, manipulatives,
paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques,
including mental math, estimation, and number sense as
appropriate, to solve problems.

• Number sense – the understanding of what

a and b, the geometric mean of a and b is the
a
positive number x such that x = x .
b

numbers mean and how they are related

Additional TEKS (1)(G), (7)(B), (8)(A)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
When you draw the altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, you form three pairs
of similar right triangles.

Theorem 9-3
Theorem
The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle divides the triangle into
two triangles that are similar to the original triangle and to each other.
If . . .
△ABC is a right triangle
with right ∠ACB, and
CD is the altitude to the
hypotenuse

Then . . .
△ABC ∙ △ACD
△ABC ∙ △CBD
△ACD ∙ △CBD

C

A

D

D

B

D
A

C

B

C

For a proof of Theorem 9-3, see Problem 1.

hsm11gmse_0704_t05124.ai
Key Concept
Geometric Mean
long

R

short

long

Q short S

P
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hsm11gmse_0704_t05128

SQP  SPR
short leg
long leg
short leg  long leg
SQ
SP
SP  SR

SP is the geometric mean
of SQ and SR.

Corollary 1 to Theorem 9-3
Corollary
The length of the altitude to the hypotenuse
of a right triangle is the geometric mean of the
lengths of the segments of the hypotenuse.

If . . .

AD CD
CD = DB

C

A
Example

Then . . .

D

B

2
8

hsm11gmse_0704_t05129

4

Segments of
hypotenuse

Altitude to
hypotenuse

4
2
=
4
8

You will prove Corollary 1 in Exercise 30.

Corollary 2 to Theorem 9-3
Corollary
The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right
triangle separates the hypotenuse so that
the length of each leg of the triangle is
the geometric mean of the length of the
hypotenuse and the length of the segment of
the hypotenuse adjacent to the leg.

If . . .

Example

hsm11gmse_0704_t05131

2

Then . . .
AB AC
AC = AD

C

AB CB
CB = DB

A

D

B

1
4
Hypotenuse

Leg

4
2
=
2
1

Segment of hypotenuse
adjacent to leg

You will prove Corollary 2 in Exercise 31.
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Problem 1

TEKS Process Standard (1)(G)

Proof Proving Theorem 9-3

What theorems can
you use to show that
two triangles are
similar?
You can use the AA
Similarity Postulate, the
SAS Similarity Theorem,
or the SSS Similarity
Theorem.

Prove that the altitude to the hypotenuse of △ABC divides the triangle into two
triangles that are similar to the original triangle and to each other.
C
Given: Right △ABC with right ∠ACB and altitude CD
Prove: △ACD ∼ △ABC, △CBD ∼ △ABC, △ACD ∼ △CBD
A
	 Statements

B

D

Reasons

1) ∠ACB is a right angle.

1) Given

2) CD is an altitude.

2) Given

3) CD # AB

3) Definition of altitude

4) ∠ADC and ∠CDB are right angles.

4) Definition of #

5) ∠ADC ≅ ∠ACB , ∠CDB ≅ ∠ACB

5) All right ⦞ are ≅.

6) ∠A ≅ ∠A, ∠B ≅ ∠B

6) Reflexive Property of ≅

7) △ACD ∼ △ABC , △CBD ∼ △ABC

7) AA ∼ Postulate

8) ∠ACD ≅ ∠B

s are ≅.
8) Corresponding ⦞ of ∼ △

9) ∠ADC ≅ ∠CDB

9) All right ⦞ are ≅.

10) △ACD ∼ △CBD

hsm11gmse_0704_t05123.ai

10) AA ∼ Postulate

Problem 2
Identifying Similar Triangles
What will help
you see the
corresponding
vertices?
Sketch the triangles
separately in the same
orientation.

What similarity statement can you write relating the three
triangles in the diagram?
YW is the altitude to the hypotenuse of right △XYZ, so you
can use Theorem 9-3. There are three similar triangles.
W

X

X

Z

X

Y
Y
X

Z

Y

Z

△XYZ ∼ △YWZ ∼ △XWY

hsm11gmse_0704_t05126
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Y

Z

hsm11gmse_0704_t05125
W
W Y

Problem 3

TEKS Process Standard (1)(C)

Finding the Geometric Mean
How do you use
the definition of
geometric mean?
Set up a proportion
with x in both means
positions. The numbers
6 and 15 go into the
extremes positions.

Multiple Choice What is the geometric mean of 6 and 15?
90

3210

6
x
x = 15

x2

= 90

x = 190

x = 3110

30

9210

Definition of geometric mean
Cross Products Property
Take the positive square root of each side.
Write in simplest radical form.

The geometric mean of 6 and 15 is 3110. The correct answer is B.

Problem 4
Identifying Proportions in a Right Triangle
△TVU is a right triangle with altitude to the
hypotenuse UX . Set up a proportion based on
the given corollary. Which segment’s length is a
geometric mean in the proportion?

U

V

X
T
How can you use
the corollaries to
Theorem 9-3?
The corollaries give you
ways to write proportions
using lengths in right
triangles without thinking
through the similar
triangles.

A Corollary 1 to Theorem 9-3

U

V

You can set up one proportion based on Corollary 1.
		

XV UX
UX = TX

	In this proportion, the length of the altitude to the
hypotenuse, UX, is the geometric mean.
B Corollary 2 to Theorem 9-3

X
T
U

V

You can set up two proportions based on Corollary 2.
		
		

TX TU
TU = TV
XV UV
UV = TV

In these proportions, TU and UV are geometric means.

X
T

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 5
Using the Corollaries

12

Algebra What are the values of x and y?
How do you decide
which corollary
to use?
If you are using or
finding an altitude,
use Corollary 1. If you
are using or finding a
leg or hypotenuse, use
Corollary 2.

y

4
x
4 + 12
x
=4
x

Use Corollary 2.

y
4
y = 12

Write a proportion.

x 2 = 64

Cross Products Property

y = 4 !3

Simplify.

Problem 6
STEM

Robotics You are preparing for a robotics
competition using the setup shown here.
Points A, B, and C are located so that
AB ∙ 20 in. and AB # BC. Point D
is located on AC so that BD # AC
and DC ∙ 9 in. You program the
robot to move from A to D and
to pick up the plastic bottle at
D. How far does the robot
travel from A to D?

C

You can’t solve this
equation by taking
the square root. What
do you do?
Write the quadratic
equation in the
standard form
ax 2 + bx + c = 0.
Then solve by factoring
or use the quadratic
formula.

x + 9 20
20 = x

9 in.

D

x

Subtract 400 from each side.

(x - 16)(x + 25) = 0
x = 16

20 in.

Cross Products Property

x2 + 9x - 400 = 0

or

B

Corollary 2

x2 + 9x = 400

x - 16 = 0

y 2 = 48

hsm11gmse_0704_t05133
y = !48
Take the positive
square root.

x = !64
x=8

Finding a Distance

Use Corollary 1.

Factor.
x + 25 = 0

or		 x = -25

Zero-Product Property
Solve for x.

Only the positive solution makes sense in this situation. The robot travels 16 in.
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Write a similarity statement relating the three triangles in each diagram.
1.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

2.

L

N
J

3.

Q

P
S

K

P

M

N

O

R

Find the geometric mean of each pair of numbers.
4. 4 and 10

5. 3 and 48
6. 5 and 125
hsm11gmse_0704_t05273.ai
hsm11gmse_0704_t05272
hsm11gmse_0704_t05271
Select Techniques to Solve Problems (1)(C) Solve for x and y.
7.

x

y
3

9.

50
40

21
x

y

y

10.

4
x

x

9

y

7

11. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) The
Support post
architect’s side view drawing of a saltbox-style
hsm11gmse_0704_t05276.ai
hsm11gmse_0704_t05274.ai
house shows a post that
supports the roof ridge.
hsm11gmse_0704_t05275.ai
hsm11gmse_0704_t05279.ai
The support post is 10 ft tall. How far from the
Bedroom
front of the house is the support post positioned?
12. a. The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle
divides the hypotenuse into segments 2 cm and
8 cm long. Find the length of the altitude to the
hypotenuse.

25 ft
Living room

Kitchen

Back

Front

STEM

9

8.

b. Use a ruler to make an accurate drawing of the
right triangle in part (a).
c. Describe how you drew the triangle in part (b).
Find the geometric mean of each pair of numbers.
13. 1 and 1000

14. 5 and 1.25

16. 12 and 2

17. 128 and 17

15. 18 and 12

18. Evaluate Reasonableness (1)(B) A classmate says the following statement is true:
The geometric mean of positive numbers a and b is 1ab. Do you agree? Explain.

19. Write all possible similarity statements relating pairs of
triangles in the diagram at the right.

20. Use a Problem-Solving Model (1)(B) The altitude to the
hypotenuse of a right triangle divides the hypotenuse into
segments with lengths in the ratio 1 : 2. The length of the
altitude is 8. How long is the hypotenuse?

Q

S
P

T

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Use the diagram for Exercises 21 and 22.

C

21. Write a paragraph proof of Theorem 9-3.
Proof

		
Given: Right △CDE with right ∠DCE and altitude FC
E

		
Prove: △FCE ∼ △CDE, △FDC ∼ △CDE, △FCE ∼ △FDC

D

F

FC

22. Write a two-column proof to prove that DF
FC = EF .
Proof
		
Given: Right △CDE with right ∠DCE and altitude FC
FC
		
Prove: DF
FC = EF

For Exercises 23 and 24, △WXY is a right triangle with altitude YZ.

W
Z

23. Which segment’s length is a geometric mean based on Corollary 1 to
Theorem 9-3? Set up a proportion based on the corollary.
24. Which two segments’ lengths are geometric means based on Corollary 2
to Theorem 9-3? Set up two proportions based on the corollary.

X

Y

25. Evaluate Reasonableness (1)(B) Problem 1 used the AA Similarity Postulate to
prove Theorem 9-3. A classmate says that it is just as easy to use the SAS Similarity
Postulate because if triangles are similar, then all pairs of corresponding sides are
proportional. Do you agree with your classmate? Explain.
Find the value of x.
26.

x3
12

27.

x

x2
5

28.

29.

x
18

x

20

12

x5

x

Use the figure at the right for Exercises 30 and 31.
30. Prove Corollary 1 to Theorem 9-3.

31. Prove Corollary 2 to Theorem 9-3.

C

hsm11gmse_0704_t05283.ai
		
Given: Right
△ABC withhsm11gmse_0704_t05282.ai
altitude
Given: Right
△ABC with altitude
hsm11gmse_0704_t05281.ai
hsm11gmse_0704_t05284.ai
		
to the hypotenuse CD			
to the hypotenuse CD
B
A
CD
AC AB BC
D
		
Prove: AD =
Prove: AB =
,
=
Proof

Proof

CD

DB

AC

AD BC

DB

32. Given: Right △ABC with altitude CD to the
hypotenuse AB

y

Proof

C

hsm11gmse_0704_t05286.ai

		
Prove: The product of the slopes of perpendicular
lines is -1.
33. a. Consider the following conjecture: The product of
the lengths of the two legs of a right triangle is equal
to the product of the lengths of the hypotenuse and
the altitude to the hypotenuse. Draw a figure for the
conjecture. Write the Given information and what
you are to Prove.

b

A

a

D

c

B
x

O

b. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) Is the conjecture true? Explain.

404
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geom12_se_ccs_c07l04_t01.ai

34. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) To estimate the height
of a stone figure, Anya holds a small square up to
her eyes and walks backward from the figure. She
stops when the bottom of the figure aligns with the
bottom edge of the square and the top of the figure
aligns with the top edge of the square. Her eye level
is 1.84 m from the ground. She is 3.50 m from the
figure. What is the height of the figure to the nearest
hundredth of a meter?
35. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) CD is
the altitude to the hypotenuse of right △ABC. The
coordinates of A, D, and B are (4, 2), (4, 6), and
(4, 15), respectively. Find all possible coordinates
of point C.

3.50 m

1.84 m

HSM11GMSE_0704_a02195 h
2ndto
pass
s2
s1
The diagram shows the parts of a right triangle with an altitude
the12-18-08
Durk
a
hypotenuse. For the two given measures, find the other four.
1
2

Use simplest radical form.
36. h = 2, s1 = 1

37. a = 6, s1 = 6

38. /1 = 2, s2 = 3

39. s1 = 3, /2 = 613

40. a. In the diagram, c = x + y. Use Corollary 2 to Theorem 9-3 to write two
b
a
more equations involving a, b, c, x, and y.
hsm11gmse_0704_t10552
x
y
b. The equations in part (a) form a system of three equations in five
c
variables. Reduce the system to one equation in three variables by
eliminating x and y.
c. State in words what the one resulting equation tells you.
E
C
B
41. Given: In right △ABC, BD # AC, and DE # BC.

hsm11gmse_0704_t05291.ai

Proof
BE
		
Prove: AD
DC = EC

A

D

TEXAS Test Practice

hsm11gmse_0704_t05293.ai
42. The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle divides the hypotenuse into
segments of lengths 5 and 15. What is the length of the altitude?
A. 3
B. 5 23
C. 10
D. 5 25

43. A triangle has side lengths 3 in., 4 in., and 6 in. The longest side of a similar
triangle is 15 in. What is the length of the shortest side of the similar triangle?
F. 1 in.
G. 1.2 in.
H. 7.5 in.
J. 10 in.
44. Two students disagree about the measures of angles in a kite. They know that
two angles measure 124 and 38, but they get different answers for the other two
angles. Can they both be correct? Explain.

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Activity Lab
Use With Lesson 9-4

The Golden Ratio

teks (7)(A), (1)(A)

In his book Elements, Euclid defined the extreme and mean ratio using a
proportion formed by dividing a line segment at a particular point, as shown at
the right. In the diagram, C divides AB so that the length of AC is the geometric
AC
AB
mean of the lengths of AB and CB. That is, AC
= AC
CB . The ratio CB is known today
as the golden ratio, which is about 1.618 ∶ 1.
Rectangles in which the ratio of the length to the width is the golden ratio are
golden rectangles. A golden rectangle can be divided into a square and a
rectangle that is similar to the original rectangle. A pattern of golden rectangles
is shown at the right.

A

C

B

hsm11gmse_0704fb_t05670.ai

1
AB = AC .
To derive the golden ratio, consider AB divided by C so that AC
CB

1. Use the diagram at the right to write a proportion that relates the
lengths of the segments. How can you rewrite the proportion as a
quadratic equation?
2. Use the quadratic formula to solve the quadratic equation in Question 1.
Why does only one solution makes sense in this situation?
3. What is the value of x to the nearest ten-thousandth? Use a calculator.

A

x

C

1

B

hsm11gmse_0704fb_t05671.ai

hsm11gmse_0704fb_t05672.ai

Spiral growth patterns of sunflower seeds and the spacing of plant leaves on
the stem are two examples of the golden ratio and the Fibonacci sequence
in nature.

2
In the Fibonacci sequence, each term after the first two terms is the sum of the
preceding two terms. The first six terms of the Fibonacci sequence are 1, 1, 2, 3,
5, and 8.
4. What are the next nine terms of the Fibonacci sequence?
5. Starting with the second term, the ratios of each term to the previous term
for the first six terms are 11 = 1, 21 = 2, 32 = 1.5, 53 = 1.666 . . ., and 85 = 1.6. What
are the next nine ratios rounded to the nearest thousandth?
6. Compare the ratios you found in Question 5. What do you notice? How is the
Fibonacci sequence related to the golden ratio?
continued on next page ▶
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Activity Lab

The Golden Ratio

Activity Lab

continued

Exercises
7. The golden rectangle is considered to be pleasing to the human eye. Of the
following rectangles, which do you prefer? Is it a golden rectangle?
		
Rectangle 1
Rectangle 2

Rectangle 3

Rectangle 4

8. A drone is a male honeybee. Drones have only one parent, a queen. Workers
and
queens are female honeybees. Females have two parents, a drone and
hsm11gmse_0704b_t05673
hsm11gmse_0704b_t05676
a queen. Part of the family
tree showing the
ancestors of a drone
is shown
hsm11gmse_0704b_t05675
hsm11gmse_0704b_t05674
below, where D represents a drone and Q represents a queen.
		Q

D

D Q Q
Q

D
Q

Great-Great-Grandparents

Q

Great-Grandparents

D

Grandparents

Q

Parent

D

Child

a. Continue the family tree for three more generations of ancestors.
b. Count the number of honeybees in each generation. What pattern
do you notice?

hsm11gmse_0704b_t05779

9. What is the relationship between the flowers and the Fibonacci sequence?
		

10. In △ABC, point D divides the hypotenuse into the golden ratio. That is,
AD : DB is about 1.618 ∶ 1. CD is an altitude. Using the value 1.618 for AD
and the value 1 for DB, solve for x. What do you notice?

C
x

A

D

B

hsm11gmse_0704b_t05677

PearsonTEXAS.com
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9-5

Proportions in Triangles

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

• Number sense – the understanding

TEKS (8)(A) Prove theorems about similar triangles, including the Triangle
Proportionality Theorem, and apply these theorems to solve problems.

of what numbers mean and how
they are related

TEKS (1)(C) Select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and
pencil, and technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math,
estimation, and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems.
Additional TEKS (1)(E), (1)(F), (5)(A), (7)(B)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING

• When two or more parallel lines intersect other lines,

• The bisector of an angle of a triangle divides the opposite

proportional segments are formed.

side into two segments with lengths proportional to the
sides of the triangle that form the angle.

Theorem 9-4
Theorem
If a line is parallel to one side
of a triangle and intersects the
other two sides, then it divides
those sides proportionally.

Triangle Proportionality Theorem
If . . .

Then . . .

< > < >
RS } XY
Q

XR YS
RQ = SQ

S

R

Y

X

For a proof of Theorem 9-4, see Problem 2.

Corollary
Corollary
If three parallel lines intersect
two transversals, then the
segments intercepted on the
transversals are proportional.

hsm11gmse_0705_t05328
Corollary
to the Triangle Proportionality Theorem
If . . .
a}b}c

Then . . .
A

a

B

b
c

C

AB WX
BC = XY

W
X
Y

You will prove the Corollary to Theorem 9-4 in Exercise 18.

hsm11gmse_0705_t05395
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Theorem 9-5
Theorem
If a ray bisects an angle of
a triangle, then it divides
the opposite side into two
segments that are proportional
to the other two sides of the
triangle.

Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem
If . . .

Then . . .

>
AD bisects ∠CAB

CD CA
DB = BA

A

C

D

B
You will prove the Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem in Exercise 20.

Problem 1

TEKS Process Standard (1)(C)

hsm11gmse_0705_t05396

Investigating Special Segments of Triangles
Select a tool, such as a compass, paper folding, or geometry
A 	

B

software, that will help you investigate the proportions when a
line intersects two sides of a triangle and is parallel to its third
side. Explain your choice.

How are four
segments formed by
< >
a line parallel to AC ?
The line will intersect
two sides of the triangle,
dividing each into two
parts. This will divide
those two sides into four
segments.

	Geometry software is a useful tool for investigating proportions
in triangles because it allows the user to manipulate segments
and recalculate proportions without having to measure and
perform the calculations many times.

A
C

< >

B 	Investigate patterns in the four segments formed by a line parallel to AC
intersecting the other two sides of △ ABC. Make a conjecture about the

proportions related to these segments.
Step 1 Draw △ ABC. Construct point D on AB.
Step 2	Construct a line through D parallel to AC, and
construct the intersection E of the parallel line
with BC.
Step 3	Measure BD, DA, BE, and EC. Calculate the
BE
BD
ratios DA
and EC
.

BD
Step 4	Manipulate △ ABC and observe how DA
and
BE
EC change.

Notice that for each location of D,

BD
DA

=

B

D

E

A
C

BE
EC .

Conjecture: A line parallel to one side of a triangle intersecting the other
two sides divides those sides into proportional segments.

hsm11gmse_0705a_t05619

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 2
Proof Proving the Triangle Proportionality Theorem
< >
< >
Prove that if RS is parallel to XY of △QXY and intersects
the other two sides, then it divides those sides proportionally.
How can you use
< > < >
< > < >
Given: △QXY with RS } XY
the fact that RS } XY

in the proof?
Since the lines are
parallel, the corresponding
angles are congruent.

XR YS
Prove: RQ
= SQ

Q
R
X

Statements

3

4

1) Given

hsm11gmse_0705_t05329

2) ∠1 ≅ ∠3, ∠2 ≅ ∠4

2) If lines are } , then corresponding
⦞ are ≅.

3) △QXY ∼ △QRS

3) AA ∼ Postulate

YQ

4) RQ = SQ

s are
4) Corresponding sides of ∼ △
proportional.

5) XQ = XR + RQ, YQ = YS + SQ

5) Segment Addition Postulate

6)

Y

Reasons

< > < >
1) RS } XY

XQ

S
2

1

XR + RQ YS + SQ
= SQ
RQ

6) Substitution Property
7) Substitution Property

YS
XR
7) RQ
+ 1 = SQ + 1

8) Subtraction Property of Equality

YS

XR
8) RQ = SQ

Problem 3
Using the Triangle Proportionality Theorem
How can you use
the parallel lines in
the diagram?
KL is parallel to one
side of △MNP. Use the
Triangle Proportionality
Theorem to set up a
proportion.

M

What is the value of x in the diagram at the right?
PK
NL
KM = LM
x+1 x
12 = 9

9x + 9 = 12x

Triangle Proportionality Theorem

Cross Products Property

9 = 3x

Subtract 9x from each side.

3=x

Divide each side by 3.

Grid in the number 3.

9

12

Substitute.
x1

P

K

L
x

N
3

. . . . . . .

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

hsm11gmse_0705_t05330
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9

Problem 4

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Finding a Length
What information
does the diagram
give you?
The lines separating the
campsites are parallel.
Think of the river and
the edge of the road
as transversals. Then
the boundaries along
the road and river for each
campsite are proportional.

Camping Three campsites are shown in the diagram. What is the length of
Site A along the river?

8 yd

Site A

Site B

9 yd

7.2 yd

6.4

yd

Site C

Let x be the length of Site A along the river.
x
9
8 = 7.2

Corollary to the Triangle Proportionality Theorem

7.2x = 72

Cross Products Property

x = 10

Divide each side by 7.2.

The length of Site A along the river is 10 yd.

Problem 5
Using the Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem
Algebra What is the value of x in the diagram at the right?

R

Q

10
12

PQ bisects ∠RPS. Use the Triangle-AngleBisector Theorem to write a proportion.
Substitute corresponding side lengths in the
proportion.
Use the Cross Products Property.

Divide each side by 10.

18

S

x

P
RQ PR
=
QS PS
10 12
= x
18

hsm11gmse_0705_t05397

10x = 216

x = 21.6

PearsonTEXAS.com
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PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

1. Prove the Converse of the Triangle Proportionality Theorem: If a line
divides two sides of a triangle proportionally, then it is parallel to the
third side.

Q

Proof

For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

XR YS
		
Given: RQ
= SQ

R
X

		
Prove: RS } XY

2

S

1

Y

Solve for x.
2.

8

3.

6

10

20

14

x

4.

8

hsm11gmse_0705_t05420
4

6
x

x

6

Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Use the information
shown on the auger shell.

hsm11gmse_0705_t05403
hsm11gmse_0705_t05413
hsm11gmse_0705_t05414

5. What is the value of x?
6. What is the value of y?
Solve for x.

y

8.
9

2

7.
11

4

8

8.8 mm
11 mm

12

2
x

x

24

7.5

10 mm

x

9. In a triangle, the bisector of an angle divides the opposite side
into two segments with lengths 6 cm and 9 cm. How long could
hsm11gmse_0705_t05410
hsm11gmse_0705_t05409
the
other two sides of the triangle
be?
10. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) In △ABC, the bisector of ∠C bisects the
opposite side. What type of triangle is △ABC? Explain your reasoning.
Use the figure at the right to complete each proportion. Justify
your answer.
RS

JR

QL

SQ

11. ■ = KJ

12. PM = ■

■
13. LW = MW

LQ
■
14. KP
= KQ

KL

J
K
S

M

P
R
Q

T

W
L

hsm11gmse_0705_t05415
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Solve for x.
15.

16.
4x

Q

2

R

3

S

17.

4x  8
6x  10

3

A

T

6

F

7.2

x

5x

D

9

E

x

B

7.8

C

P
18. Prove the Corollary to the Triangle Proportionality <Theorem.
In
>
the diagram from page 408, draw the auxiliary line CW and
label
its intersection with line b as point P.
hsm11gmse_0705_t05416

A

		
Given: a } b } c

W

a
hsm11gmse_0705_t05423

Proof

P
C

c

AB WX
		
Prove: BC = XY

X

B

b

hsm11gmse_0705_t05424

Y

19. Justify Mathematical Arguments (1)(G) Use the definition in part (a)
to prove the statements in parts (b) and (c).

Proof

a. Write a definition for a midsegment of a parallelogram.

hsm11gmse_0705_t05425

b. A parallelogram midsegment is parallel to two sides of the parallelogram.
c. A parallelogram midsegment bisects the diagonals of a parallelogram.
20. Prove the Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem. In
< the
< >
> diagram
at the top of page 409,
draw
the
auxiliary
line
BE
so that BE } DA.
< >
Extend CA to meet BE at point F.

E
F

Proof

< >
		
Given: AD bisects ∠CAB.
CD

1

CA

		
Prove: DB = BA

E Capitol St.

ssa

c

A St.
ve.

Independence Ave.

e.
Av
ky
tuc 0 ft
0

.
Ave
lina

C St.

14th St.

aro
th C

Sou

n
Ke

Walter St.

10

800 ft
12th St.

13th St.

460 ft

23. An angle bisector of a triangle divides the opposite
side of the triangle into segments 5 cm and 3 cm long.
A second side of the triangle is 7.5 cm long. Find all
possible lengths for the third side of the triangle.

Ma

hus
ett
hsm11gmse_0705_t05426
sA

21. How long (to the nearest foot) is Kentucky Avenue
between C Street and D Street?
22. How long (to the nearest foot) is Kentucky Avenue
between E. Capitol Street and Independence Avenue?

B

Lincoln Park

600 ft

Apply Mathematics (1)(A) In Washington, D.C., E. Capitol
Street, Independence Avenue, C Street, and D Street are
parallel streets that intersect Kentucky Avenue and
12th Street.

4

2

D

C
STEM

3

A

D St.

0705_a02219
PearsonTEXAS.com
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24. Justify Mathematical Arguments (1)(G) State the converse of the
Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem. Give a convincing argument that
the converse is true or a counterexample to prove that it is false.
25. Write a paragraph proof of the Triangle Proportionality Theorem.

< > < >
		
Given: △ABC with DE } AC

E
B

CE
		
Prove: AD
DB = EB

D

26. In △ABC, the bisectors of ∠A, ∠B, and ∠C cut the opposite sides into lengths a1
and a2, b1 and b2, and c1 and c2, respectively, labeled in order counterclockwise
around △ABC. Find the perimeter of △ABC for each set of values.
a. b1 = 16, b2 = 20, c1 = 18

C

5

10

A

15

b. a1 = 3 , a2 = 3 , b1 = 4
27. Select Tools to Solve Problems (1)(C) Select a tool, such as a manipulative
or geometry software, that will help you investigate the proportions in a
triangle. Draw △XYZ. Construct the bisector of ∠Y. Label the intersection
of the bisector and XZ with the letter M. Measure XY, YZ, XM, and MZ.
XM
XY
Calculate the ratios YZ
and MZ . Then make a conjecture about the two
sides of a triangle and the two segments formed by the bisector of the
opposite angle.
28. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The size of an oil spill on the open
ocean is difficult to measure directly. Use the figure at the right to
describe how you could find the length of the oil spill indirectly.
What measurements and calculations would you use?

D

B

A

29. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are 5 cm, 12 cm, and 13 cm.
Find the lengths, to the nearest tenth, of the segments into which
the bisector of each angle divides the opposite side.

C

E

0705_a02215
TEXAS Test Practice
30. What is the value of x in the figure at the right?
31. Suppose △VLQ ∼ △PSX . If m∠V = 48 and m∠L = 80,
what is m∠X ?

x

12

2x  10

30

Q

32. In the diagram at the right, PR ≅ QR. For what value of x is
TS parallel to QP?
33. Leah is playing basketball on an outdoor basketball court.
The 10-ft pole supporting the basketball goal casts a 15-ft
shadow. At the same time, the length of Leah’s shadow is 8 ft
3 in. What is Leah’s height in inches? You can assume both
Leah and the pole supporting the goal are perpendicular to
the ground.
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x

T

hsm11gmse_0705_t05427
P

56

S

R

hsm11gmse_0705_t05428

Topic 9

Review

TOPIC VOCABULARY
• extended proportion, p. 380

• indirect measurement, p. 392

• similar, p. 386

• extended ratio, p. 380

• proportion, p. 380

• similar figures, similar polygons, p. 380

• extremes, means, p. 380

• scale, p. 380

• similarity transformation, p. 386

• geometric mean, p. 398

• scale drawing, scale factor, p. 380

Check Your Understanding
Choose the correct term to complete each sentence.
1. Two polygons are ? if corresponding angles are
congruent and corresponding sides are proportional.

3. The ratio of the lengths of corresponding sides of two
similar polygons is the ? .

2. A(n) ? is a statement that two ratios are equal.

4. The Cross Products Property states that the product of the
? is equal to the product of the ? .

9-1 Similar Polygons
Quick Review

Exercises

Similar polygons have congruent corresponding angles and
proportional corresponding sides. To determine similarity or
solve for a missing side of a similar polygon, you can set up a
proportion, or a statement that two ratios are equal.

The polygons are similar. Write a similarity statement and
give the scale factor.
5.

K
24

Example

E

B
15

A

20

16

12
18

H

E

18

J

Are the polygons similar? If they are, write a similarity
statement and give the scale factor.

C

D

24

F

AC 18 3
FD = 24 = 4

6. Q

24

R

9

N 12 P

36

12

X
6

Z

P

8

Y

7. A projector screen is 3.5 ft tall and 6 ft wide. You want to
project a photo that is 4 in. tall by 6 in. wide. What are
the dimensions of the image of the largest photo that
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05851.ai
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05850.ai
will fit on the screen?
8. The triangles are similar. What are the values of x and y?

Identify pairs of congruent angles.
∠A ≅ ∠F, ∠B ≅ ∠E, and ∠C ≅ ∠D
Compare the ratios of corresponding sides.

hsm11gmse_07ct_t05488
15 3
BC 12 3
AB
FE = 20 = 4
ED = 16 = 4

L

28

63

x

y

4

		

8

16

3

Yes; △ABC ∙ △FED, and the scale factor is 3 : 4, or 4 .

hsm11gmse_07ct_t05494
PearsonTEXAS.com
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9-2 Similarity Transformations
Quick Review

Exercises
9. ▱GHJK has vertices G( -3, -1), H( -3, 2), J(4, 2), and
K(4, -1). Draw ▱GHJK and its image when you apply
the composition D2 ∘ Rx-axis.

Two figures are similar if and only if there is a similarity
transformation that maps one figure onto the other.
When a figure is transformed by a composition of rigid
motions and dilations, the corresponding angles of the
image and preimage are congruent, and the ratios of
J
corresponding sides are proportional.

10. Suppose that you have an 8 in.-by-12 in. photo of your
friends and a 2 in.-by-6 in. copy of the same picture. Are
the two photos similar figures? How do you know?
1
11. A model airplane has an overall length that is 20
the
1
actual plane’s length, and an overall height that is 18
the actual plane’s height. Are the model airplane
and the actual airplane similar figures? Explain.

10
5

Example

Is △JKL similar to △DCX ? Explain your answer.
K
L
7
J
10

5

5

4

X

K

d

p

8

L

7

12. Determine whether the figures below are similar. If so,
write the similarity transformation rule. If not, explain.

C

D

△JKL can be rotated
and then translated so that J and D
C
5
coincide and JK and CD are collinear. Then if △JKL is
4
dilated
by scale factor
4
X
5 , △JKL will coincide with △DCX.
So △JKL is similar to △DCX.
8

D

9-3 Proving Triangles Similar

geom12_se_ccs_c09cr_t09.ai

Quick Review

Exercises

You can prove triangles similar with limited information
about congruent corresponding angles and proportional
corresponding sides.

13. The length of a rectangular playground in a scale
drawing is 12 in. If the scale is 1 in. = 10 ft, what is
the actual length?

Postulate or Theorem

What You Need

Angle-Angle (AA ∙)

two pairs of ≅ angles

14. A 3-ft vertical post casts a 24-in. shadow at the same
time a pine tree casts a 30-ft shadow. How tall is the
pine tree?

Side-Angle-Side (SAS ∙)	two pairs of proportional sides
and the included angles ≅
Side-Side-Side (SSS ∙)

three pairs of proportional sides

B P 2 R

Is △ABC similar to △RQP? How do you know?
You know that ∠A ≅ ∠R.
AB AC 2
RQ = RP = 1 , so the triangles are

similar by the SAS ∙ Theorem.

Topic 9

15. A
6

Example

416

Are the triangles similar? How do you know?

Review

4
8

A

8
10

M

16. R

Y

3 E

C
5

P
S

G

4

D

T

Q
4

C

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05853.ai
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05852.ai

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05849

9-4 Similarity in Right Triangles
Quick Review

Exercises
Find the geometric mean of each pair of numbers.

C

CD is the altitude to the
hypotenuse of right △ABC.
• △ABC ∙ △ACD,
△ABC ∙ △CBD, and
△ACD ∙ △CBD

17. 9 and 16
A

B

D

CD AB AC
AB CB
• AD
CD = DB , AC = AD , and CB = DB

Find the value of each variable. Write your answer in
simplest radical form.
19.

20.

6

12

x

x

y

Example

18. 5 and 12

hsmll_gmse_07cr_t05854.ai

What is the value of x?
5 + x 10
10 = 5

5

Write a proportion.

5(5 + x) = 100
25 + 5x = 100

10

Cross Products Property

y

21.

x

22.

y
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05856.ai
y
8
8
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05857.ai
14

Subtract 25 from each side.
Divide each side by 5.

x

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05855.ai
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05859.ai
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05858.ai

9-5 Proportions in Triangles
Quick Review

Exercises

Triangle Proportionality Theorem and Corollary
If a line parallel to one side of a triangle intersects the other
two sides, then it divides those sides proportionally. If three
parallel lines intersect two transversals, then the segments
intercepted on the transversals are proportional.

Find the value of x.

Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem
If a ray bisects an angle of a triangle, then it divides the
opposite side into two segments that are proportional to the
other two sides of the triangle.

23.

x = 11.25

x

3

6

5

7
14

25.

8

20

26.

12

x3

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05861hsm11gmse_07cr_t05862
16

x

What is the value of x?
12x = 135

24.

x
15

Example
12 9
15 = x

7

10

x

Distributive Property

5x = 75
x = 15

5

Write a proportion.
Cross Products Property
Divide each side by 12.

12
15

x

9

9
x

27.

4

10

7

28.
63

x

x

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05864
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05863
45
55

hsm11gmse_07cr_t05860
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05865
hsm11gmse_07cr_t05866
PearsonTEXAS.com
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Topic 9

TEKS Cumulative Practice

Multiple Choice
Read each question. Then write the letter of the correct
answer on your paper.
1. What is a name for the quadrilateral below?
I. square
II. rectangle
III. rhombus
IV. parallelogram
A. I only

C. II and IV

B. IV only

D. I, II, and IV

5. What is the midpoint of the segment whose endpoints
are M(6, -11) and N( -18, 7)?
A. ( -6, -2)

C. ( -12, 9)

B. (6, 2)

D. (12, -9)

6. Use the figure below. By which theorem or postulate
does x = 3?
		
x
12

hsm11gmse_07cu_t05656

2
8

2. In which point do the bisectors of the angles of a
triangle meet?
F. centroid

H. incenter

G. circumcenter

J. orthocenter

3. Which quadrilateral does NOT always have
perpendicular diagonals?
A. square

C. kite

B. rhombus

D. isosceles trapezoid

4. Which of the following facts would be sufficient to
prove △ACE ∼ △BCD?
		
A

F. SAS Postulate
G. If three parallel lines intersect two transversals, then
the segments intercepted on the transversals are
hsm11gmse_07cu_t05658
proportional.
H. Opposite sides of a parallelogram are congruent.
J. If two lines are parallel to the same line, then they
are parallel to each other.
7. Which angle is congruent to ∠DCB?
		

B

C

C
A
E

D

F. △BCD is a right triangle.
G. AB ≅ ED

hsm11gmse_07cu_t05657
H.
m∠A = m∠E
J. AE } BD
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Topic 9

TEKS Cumulative Practice

B

D

A. ∠B

C. ∠A

B. ∠CDB

D. ∠ACD

hsm11gmse_07cu_t05659

8. In the figure below, EF is a midsegment of △ABC
and ADGC is a rectangle. What is the area of △EDA?
F.

B

49 cm2

G. 98 cm2
H.

D E

F

13. What is the value of x in the figure below?
		

(4x  15)

G

294 cm2

45

14 cm

A

J. 588 cm2

42 cm

C

14. In hexagon ABCDEF, ∠A and ∠B are right angles.
If ∠C ≅ ∠D ≅ ∠E ≅ ∠F , what is the measure of ∠F
in degrees?

9. Andrew is looking at a map that uses the scale
1 in. = 5 mi. On the map, the distance from Westville
hsm11gmse_07cu_t05662
15. A scale drawing of a swimming pool and deck is shown
to Allentown is 9 in. Which proportion CANNOT be
hsm11gmse_07cu_t05660
below. Use the scale 1 in. = 2 m. What is the area of
used to find the actual distance?
the deck in square meters?
1 in. 9 in.
d
5 mi
A. 5 mi = d
C. 9 in. = 1 in.
		
5 mi 9 in.
5 mi
d
B. d = 1 in.
D. 1 in. = 9 in.
		

4 in.

2 in.

10. What type of construction is shown below?

6 in.

X

8 in.

B

A

16. What is the value of x in the figure below?

Y

		

5

hsm11gmse_07cu_t05663

F. angle bisector

x

G. perpendicular bisector
4

H. congruent angles
hsm11gmse_07cu_t05661

Constructed Response

J. congruent triangles
11. A student is sketching an 11-sided regular polygon.
What is the sum of the measures of the polygon’s first
five angles to the nearest degree?
A. 147

C. 736

B. 720

D. 1620

17. In rectangle ABCD, AC = 5(x - 2) and
hsm11gmse_07cu_t05654
BD = 3(x + 2). What is the value of x? Justify
your answer.
18. Draw line m with point A on it. Construct a line
perpendicular to m at A. What steps did you take to
perform the construction?

Gridded Response
12. Triangle ABC is similar to triangle HIJ. Find the area of
rectangle HIJK.
		

3

19. Petra visited the Empire State Building, which is
approximately 1454 ft tall. She estimates that the scale
of the model she bought is 1 in. = 12 ft. Is this scale
reasonable? Explain.

I

H
C
5

A

4

17

3

B

K

J

PearsonTEXAS.com

geom12_se_ccs_c07csr_t01.ai
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Topic 10

Right Triangles and Trigonometry

TOPIC OVERVIEW

VOCABULARY

10-1 The Pythagorean Theorem and

English/Spanish Vocabulary Audio Online:
English
Spanish
angle of depression, p. 441
ángulo de depresión
angle of elevation, p. 441
ángulo de elevación
cosine, p. 436
coseno
Pythagorean triple, p. 423
tripleta de Pitágoras
sine, p. 436
seno
tangent, p. 436
tangente
trigonometric ratios, p. 436
razones trigonométricas

Its Converse
10-2 Special Right Triangles
10-3 Trigonometry
10-4 Angles of Elevation and Depression

DIGITAL

APPS

PRINT and eBook

Access Your Homework . . .
Online homework
You can do all of your homework online with built-in examples and
“Show Me How” support! When you log in to your account, you’ll see
the homework your teacher has assigned you.

Your Digital
Resources
PearsonTEXAS.com

Homework Tutor app
Do your homework anywhere! You can access the Practice and
Application Exercises, as well as Virtual Nerd tutorials, with this
Homework Tutor app, available on any mobile device.
STUDENT TEXT AND Homework Helper
Access the Practice and Application Exercises that you are assigned for
homework in the Student Text and Homework Helper, which is also
available as an electronic book.
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Right Triangles and Trigonometry

3--Act Math

The Impossible
Measurement
Tall buildings are often some of
the most recognizable structures
of cities. The Empire State
Building in New York City, the
Transamerica Pyramid in San
Francisco, and the JPMorgan
Chase Tower in Houston
are all famous landmarks in
those cities.
Cities around the world compete
for the tallest building bragging
rights. Which city currently
has the tallest building? This
3-Act Math video will get you
thinking about the heights of
tall objects, including buildings
such as these.

Scan page to see a video
for this 3-Act Math Task.

If You Need Help . . .
Vocabulary Online
You’ll find definitions of math
terms in both English and
Spanish. All of the terms have
audio support.

Learning Animations
You can also access all of the
stepped-out learning animations
that you studied in class.

Interactive Math tools
These interactive math tools
give you opportunities to
explore in greater depth
key concepts to help build
understanding.

Interactive exploration
You’ll have access to a robust
assortment of interactive
explorations, including
interactive concept explorations,
dynamic activitites, and topiclevel exploration activities.

Student Companion
Refer to your notes and
solutions in your Student
Companion. Remember that
your Student Companion is also
available as an ACTIVebook
accessible on any digital device.

Virtual Nerd
Not sure how to do some of
the practice exercises? Check
out the Virtual Nerd videos
for stepped-out, multi-level
instructional support.

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Activity Lab
Use With Lesson 10-1

The Pythagorean Theorem

teks (6)(D), (1)(G)

You will learn the Pythagorean Theorem in Lesson 10-1. The activity below will
help you understand why the theorem is true.

Step 1

Using graph paper, draw any rectangle and label the width a and the
length b.

Step 2

Cut four rectangles with width a and length b from the graph paper.
Then cut each rectangle on its diagonal, c, forming eight congruent triangles.

Step 3

Cut three squares from colored paper, one with sides of length a, one
with sides of length b, and one with sides of length c.

b
c

a

a
b

hsm11gmse_0801a_t08529.ai
b2

c2

a2

Step 4

Separate the 11 pieces into two groups.
Group 1: four triangles and the two smaller squares
Group 2:hsm11gmse_0801a_t08530.ai
four triangles and the largest square

Step 5

Arrange the pieces of each group to form a square.

1. a. How do the areas of the two squares you formed in Step 5 compare?
b. Write an algebraic expression for the area of each of these squares.
c. What can you conclude about the areas of the three squares you cut
from colored paper? Explain.
d. Repeat the activity using a new rectangle and different a and b values.
What do you notice?
2. a. Express your conclusion as an algebraic equation.
b. Use a ruler with any rectangle to find actual measures for a, b, and c.
Do these measures confirm your equation in part (a)?

a

c
b

3. Explain how the diagram at the right represents your equation in Question 2.
4. Does your equation work for nonright triangles? Explore and explain.

hsm11gmse_0801a_t08531.ai
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Activity Lab

The Pythagorean Theorem

10-1

The Pythagorean Theorem and
Its Converse

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

TEKS (9)(B) Apply the relationships in special right triangles
30°-60°-90° and 45°-45°-90° and the Pythagorean theorem,
including Pythagorean triples, to solve problems.

• Pythagorean triple – A Pythagorean triple is a set

TEKS (1)(F) Analyze mathematical relationships to connect and
communicate mathematical ideas.

• Analyze – closely examine objects, ideas, or

of nonzero whole numbers a, b, and c that satisfy
the equation a2 + b2 = c2 .

relationships to learn more about their nature

Additional TEKS (1)(C), (1)(G), (2)(B), (6)(D)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
If you know the lengths of any two sides of a right triangle, you can find the length of
the third side by using the Pythagorean Theorem.

Theorem 10-1
Theorem
If a triangle is a right triangle,
then the sum of the squares of
the lengths of the legs is equal
to the square of the length of
the hypotenuse.

Pythagorean Theorem

If . . .
△ABC is a right
triangle
A

B
c
b

Then . . .
(leg 1)2 + (leg 2)2 = (hypotenuse)2

a

a2 + b2 = c2

C
For a proof of Theorem 10-1, see Problem 1.

Theorem 10-2
Theorem
If the sum of the squares of the
lengths of two sides of a triangle
is equal to the square of the
length of the third side, then the
triangle is a right triangle.

Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem
hsm11gmse_0801_t07530.ai

If . . .
(leg 1)2 + (leg 2)2 = (hypotenuse)2
a2 + b2 = c2

Then . . .
△ABC is a right
triangle
A

B
c
b

a

C

You will prove Theorem 10-2 in Exercise 27.

Key Concept

Pythagorean Triples

hsm11gmse_0801_t07530.ai

A Pythagorean triple is a set of nonzero whole numbers a, b, and c that satisfy the
equation a2 + b2 = c 2 . Below are some common Pythagorean triples.
3, 4, 5
5, 12, 13
8, 15, 17
7, 24, 25
If you multiply each number in a Pythagorean triple by the same whole number, the
three numbers that result also form a Pythagorean triple.

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Theorem 10-3
Theorem
If the square of the length of
the longest side of a triangle
is greater than the sum of
the squares of the lengths of
the other two sides, then the
triangle is obtuse.

If . . .

Then . . .
△ABC is obtuse

c2 7 a2 + b2

B
c

a

C

A

b

You will prove Theorem 10-3 in Exercise 28.

Theorem 10-4
Theorem
If the square of the length of
the longest side of a triangle
is less than the sum of the
squares of the lengths of the
other two sides, then the
triangle is acute.

hsm11gmse_0801_t07533.ai

If . . .

c2 6 a2 + b2

Then . . .
△ABC is acute

C
b

a

B

A

c

You will prove Theorem 10-4 in Exercise 29.

Problem 1

TEKS Process Standard (1)(G)

Proving the Pythagorean Theorem
Proof Prove the Pythagorean Theorem (Theorem 10-1).

C

Given: △ABC is a right triangle.
	  CD # AB
How is Theorem 9-3
useful in proving
the Pythagorean
Theorem?
If you draw the altitude
to the hypotenuse of a
right triangle, you divide
the triangle into two
triangles that are similar
to the original triangle.
This lets you write two
proportions that involve
a geometric mean, which
you can use to prove the
Pythagorean Theorem
algebraically.

424

A

Prove: a2 + b2 = c2
Statements

a

b
q

r

D

B

c

Reasons

q b
r a
1) b = c and a = c

1) Corollary 2 of Theorem 9-3

2) b2 = qc and a2 = rc

hsm11gmse_0801_t07559.ai
2) Cross Products Property

3) b2 + a2 = qc + rc

3) Addition Property of Equality

4) b2 + a2 = c(q + r)

4) Factor.

5) c = q + r

5) Segment Addition Postulate

6) b2 + a2 = c(c)

6) Substitution Property

7) b2 + a2 = c2

7) Simplify.

Lesson 10-1 The Pythagorean Theorem and Its Converse

Problem 2

TEKS Process Standard (1)(C)

Finding the Length of the Hypotenuse
What is the length of the hypotenuse of △ABC?
Method 1

(leg 1)2

+ (leg 2)2
a2 + b2

=

(hypotenuse)2

A

Pythagorean Theorem
18

= c2 		

242 + 182 = c2 	
Substitute 24 for a and
18 for b.
576 + 324 =

c2

B

24

C

24

C

Simplify.

900 = c2
c = 30

Take the positive square root.

Method 2	Sometimes you can use a Pythagorean triple and mental
math to find the length of a side of a right triangle.
	
Check whether the given side lengths are the
same multiple of numbers in a known Pythagorean
triple. Notice that 18 and 24 are each 6 times a
number in the Pythagorean triple 3, 4, 5.

6∙3

A

18

B

6∙4
Is the answer
reasonable?
Yes. The hypotenuse is
the longest side of a right
triangle. The value for
c, 30, is greater than 18
and 24.

	
This means that △ABC is similar to a 3-4-5
right triangle. So the length of the hypotenuse
is 6 5, or 30.

#

A

6∙5

18

The length of the hypotenuse is 30.
B

C

24

Problem 3
Finding the Length of a Leg
Which side lengths
do you have?
Remember from Topic 4
that the side opposite
the 90° angle is always
the hypotenuse. So you
have the lengths of the
hypotenuse and one leg.

Algebra What is the value of x? Express your answer in simplest radical form.
a2 + b2 = c2

Pythagorean Theorem

82

Substitute.

+

x2

=

202

64 + x2 = 400
x2 = 336

Simplify.

8
x

Subtract 64 from each side.

x = 2336

Take the positive square root.

x = 4221

Simplify.

x = 216(21)

20

Factor out a perfect square.

hsm11gmse_0801_t07532.ai

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 4
Finding Distance
Dog Agility Dog agility courses often contain a seesaw obstacle, as shown
below. To the nearest inch, how far above the ground are the dog’s paws
when the seesaw is parallel to the ground?

36 in.
26 in.

a2 + b2 = c2
How do you know
when to use a
calculator?
This is a real-world
situation. Real-world
distances are not usually
expressed in radical form.

262 + b2 = 362
676 + b2 = 1296

	
Pythagorean Theorem
Substitute.

HSM11GMSE_0801_a08325

	
Simplify. photo p08324

b2 = 620

Subtract 676 from each side.

b ≈ 24.8997992

Use a calculator to take the positive square root.

The dog’s paws are 25 in. above the ground.

Problem 5
Identifying a Right Triangle
How do you know
where each of the
side lengths goes in
the equation?
Work backward. If
the triangle is a right
triangle, then the
hypotenuse is the longest
side. So use the greatest
number for c.

426

A triangle has side lengths 85, 84, and 13. Is the triangle a right triangle? Explain.
a2 + b2 ≟ c2
132

+

842

≟ 852

169 + 7056 ≟ 7225

Pythagorean Theorem
Substitute 13 for a, 84 for b, and 85 for c.
Simplify.

7225 = 7225 ✓
Yes, the triangle is a right triangle because 132 + 842 = 852 .

Lesson 10-1 The Pythagorean Theorem and Its Converse

Problem 6

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Using the Distance Formula to Verify
Perpendicularity of Segments
Use △ABC shown at the right. How can you verify that AC # BC
without using the Slope Formula?

4

Use the Distance Formula to find the length of each side of △ABC.

2

BC = 2(4 -

1)2

A
+ ( -1 -

O

-4

		
= 225 + 25
		
= 250

C
x

AC = 2( -4 - 1)2 + ( -3 - 2)2

For each side length,
why does it make
sense to leave the
radical unsimplified?
To use the Converse
of the Pythagorean
Theorem, you will square
each length. Squaring
and taking a square root
“undo” each other.

y

2)2

2

B

-4

		
= 29 + 9
		
= 218

AB = 2( -4 - 4)2 + ( -3 - ( -1) ) 2

		
= 264 + 4
		
= 268

( 250 ) + ( 218 ) = ( 268 ) , so by the Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem,
2

2

2

△ABC is a right triangle. By Theorem 5-10, the largest angle lies opposite the longest
side (with length 268). So ∠C must be the right angle. Therefore, AC # BC.

Problem 7

Classifying a Triangle
A triangle has side lengths 6, 11, and 14. Is it acute, obtuse, or right?

What information do
you need?
You need to know how
the square of the longest
side compares to the
sum of the squares of the
other two sides.

c2 ■ a2 + b2

Compare c 2 to a2 + b2 .

142 ■ 62 + 112

Substitute the greatest value for c.

196 ■ 36 + 121

Simplify.

196 7 157

NLINE

HO

ME

RK

O

Since c 2 7 a2 + b 2 , the triangle is obtuse.

WO

PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Select Techniques to Solve Problems (1)(C) Use Pythagorean triples and
mental math to find the value of x.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

1.

8
6

2.
16

x

x
30

3.

x

12

16

PearsonTEXAS.com

hsm11gmse_0801_t07540.ai
hsm11gmse_0801_t07543.ai
hsm11gmse_0801_t07542.ai
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4. Justify Mathematical Arguments (1)(G) Write a paragraph proof

A

Proof to prove the Pythagorean Theorem.

d

		
Given: △ABC is a right triangle.

D

c

a

		Prove: a2 + b2 = c2

e

5. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A painter leans a 15-ft ladder against
a house. The base of the ladder is 5 ft from the house. To the nearest
tenth of a foot, how high on the house does the ladder reach?

B

b

Find the value of x. Express your answer in simplest radical form.
6.

7.
19

x

8.
8

x

10

x

16

x

5

Is each triangle a right triangle? Explain.
9. hsm11gmse_0801_t07549.ai
10.
8
28

20

11.

25

33

65

hsm11gmse_0801_t07551.ai
hsm11gmse_0801_t07550.ai
24
56

19

12. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) You want to embroider
hsm11gmse_0801_t07553.ai
a square design. You have an embroidery hoop with
x
hsm11gmse_0801_t07554.ai
a 6-in. diameter. Find the largest value of x so that the
hsm11gmse_0801_t07552.ai
entire square will fit in the hoop. Round to the
nearest tenth.
x
13. In parallelogram RSTW, RS = 7, ST = 24, and RT = 25.
Is RSTW a rectangle? Explain.
14. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) △ABC
has vertices A( -6, 6), B( -2, -4), and C(1, -1). Verify
that AC # BC without using the Slope Formula.
Find the value of x. If your answer is not an integer,
express it in simplest radical form.
15.

26

x

26

16.

4 V5

x

17.

3
2

48
4

16

x
3

For each pair of numbers, find a third whole number such that the three numbers
hsm11gmse_0801_t07555.ai
form a Pythagorean triple.
hsm11gmse_0801_t07556.ai
18. 20, 21
19. 14, 48
20. 13, 85
21. 12, 37
hsm11gmse_0801_t07557.ai
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C

22. A walkway forms one diagonal of a square playground. The walkway is 24 m long.
To the nearest meter, how long is a side of the playground?
The lengths of the sides of a triangle are given. Classify each triangle as
acute, right, or obtuse.

STEM

23. 13, 2, 3

24. 30, 40, 50

25. 111, 17, 4

26. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The Hubble Space Telescope orbits
600 km above Earth’s surface. Earth’s radius is about 6370 km. Use
the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance x from the telescope
to Earth’s horizon. Round your answer to the nearest ten kilometers.
(Diagram is not to scale.)

x

600 km

6370 km

27. Use the plan and write a proof of Theorem 10-2 (Converse of the
Proof Pythagorean Theorem).

B

		
Given: △ABC with sides of length a, b, and c, where a2 + b2 = c 2

c

		
Prove: △ABC is a right triangle.

a

		
Plan: Draw a right triangle (not △ABC) with legs of lengths a and b. hsm11gmse_0801_t07560.ai
A
C
b
Label the hypotenuse x. By the Pythagorean Theorem,
a2 + b2 = x 2 . Use substitution to compare the lengths of the
sides of your triangle and △ABC. Then prove the triangles congruent.
28. Use the plan and write a proof of Theorem 10-3.
Proof

		
Given: △ABC with sides of length a, b, and c, where

Bhsm11gmse_0801_t07561.ai

c2

7

a2

+

b2

		
Plan: Draw a right triangle (not △ABC) with legs of lengths a and b.
Label the hypotenuse x. By the Pythagorean Theorem,
a2 + b2 = x 2 . Use substitution to compare lengths c and x.
Then use the Converse of the Hinge Theorem to compare
∠C to the right angle.

C

Proof

		
Prove: △ABC is an acute triangle.

b

A

hsm11gmse_0801_t08128.ai
B

29. Prove Theorem 10-4.
		
Given: △ABC with sides of length a, b, and c, where c is the
length of the triangle’s longest side and c 2 6 a2 + b2

c

a

		
Prove: △ABC is an obtuse triangle.

b

a

C

A

c

TEXAS Test Practice
30. A 16-ft ladder leans against a building, as shown. To the nearest foot,
how far is the base of the ladder from the building?
31. What is the measure of the complement of a 67° angle?
32. The measure of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is 58.
What is the measure of one of the base angles?

Ladder
15.5 ft

429
PearsonTEXAS.com
hsm11gmse_0801_t11734

10-2

Special Right Triangles
VOCABULARY

TEKS FOCUS
TEKS (9)(B) Apply the relationships in special right triangles 30°-60°-90°
and 45°-45°-90° and the Pythagorean theorem, including Pythagorean
triples, to solve problems.

• Analyze – closely examine objects, ideas,
or relationships to learn more about
their nature

TEKS (1)(F) Analyze mathematical relationships to connect and
communicate mathematical ideas.
Additional TEKS (1)(A), (6)(D)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
Certain right triangles have properties that allow you to use shortcuts to determine
side lengths without using the Pythagorean Theorem.

Theorem 10-5

45°-45°-90° Triangle Theorem

In a 45°-45°-90° triangle, both legs are congruent, and the
length of the hypotenuse is 12 times the length of a leg.
hypotenuse = 12

# leg

45

s V2

s

45
s
For a proof of Theorem 10-5, see the Reference section on page 683.

Theorem 10-6

30°-60°-90° Triangle hsm11gmse_0802_t07573.ai
Theorem

In a 30°-60°-90° triangle, the length of the hypotenuse is twice the
length of the shorter leg. The length of the longer leg is 13 times
the length of the shorter leg.

# shorter leg
longer leg = 13 # shorter leg
hypotenuse = 2

2s 30 s V3
60
s

For a proof of Theorem 10-6, see the Reference section on page 683.

hsm11gmse_0802_t07578
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Problem 1
Finding the Length of the Hypotenuse
What is the value of each variable?
Why is only one leg
labeled?
A 45°-45°-90° triangle is
a right isosceles triangle,
so the legs have equal
lengths.

A 		
B
45
9
45

x

45
h

# leg 45°-45°-90° △ Theorem
h = 12 # 9
Substitute.
hsm11gmse_0802_t07574.ai
hypotenuse = 12

h = 912

Simplify.

2 V2

45

# leg
x = 12 # 2 12

hypotenuse = 12

hsm11gmse_0802_t07575.ai
x=4

Problem 2
Finding the Length of a Leg
Can you eliminate
any of the choices?
The variable x represents
the length of a leg. Since
the hypotenuse is the
longest side of a right
triangle, x 6 6. You
can eliminate choices
C and D.

Multiple Choice What is the value of x?
3

6

312

612

# leg
6 = 12 # x

hypotenuse = 12
6
x=
12

6
x=
12

#

6 12

x= 2

x = 312

12
12

x

45

6
45

45°-45°-90° Triangle Theorem
Substitute.
Divide each side by 12.

hsm11gmse_0802_t07576.ai

Multiply by a form of 1 to rationalize the denominator.
Simplify.
Simplify.

The correct answer is B.

Problem 3

TEKS Process Standard (1)(A)

Finding Distance
How do you
know that d is a
hypotenuse?
The diagonal d is part
of two right triangles.
The hypotenuse of a
right triangle is always
opposite the 90° angle.
So d must be a
hypotenuse.

Softball A high school softball diamond is a square. The distance from
base to base is 60 ft. To the nearest foot, how far does a catcher throw the
ball from home plate to second base?

60 ft
d

The distance d is the length of the hypotenuse of a 45°-45°-90° triangle.
d = 6012
d ≈ 84.85281374

hypotenuse = 12

# leg

Use a calculator.

The catcher throws the ball about 85 ft from home plate to second base.

hsm11gmse_0802_t07577.ai
PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 4

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Using the Length of One Side
Algebra What is the value of d in simplest radical form?

5

d
60

30
f

In a 30°-60°-90° triangle, the
leg opposite the 60° angle is the
longer leg. So d represents the
length of the shorter leg. Write
an equation relating the legs.

longer leg = 13

#hsm11gmse_0802_t07580
shorter leg

5 = d 13

Divide each side by 13 to solve
for d.

d= 5

13

5
13

The value of d is not in simplest
radical form because there is
a radical in the denominator.
Multiply d by a form of 1.

# 13
= 513
3
13

5 13

So d = 3 .

Problem 5
Applying the 30°-60°-90° Triangle Theorem
How does knowing
the shape of the
pendants help?
Since the triangle is
equilateral, you know
that an altitude divides
the triangle into two
congruent 30°-60°-90°
triangles.

Jewelry Making An artisan makes pendants in the shape
of equilateral triangles. The height of each pendant is
18 mm. What is the length s of each side of a pendant to
the nearest tenth of a millimeter?
The hypotenuse of each 30°-60°-90° triangle is s. The
shorter leg is 12 s.

( )

18 = 13 12 s

13
18 = 2 s

2
13

# 18 = s

s ≈ 20.78460969

longer leg = 13
Simplify.

Multiply each side by 2 .
13
Use a calculator.

Each side of a pendant is about 20.8 mm long.
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# shorter leg

s
18 mm
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PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Find the value of each variable. If your
answer is not an integer, express it in simplest radical form.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

1.

2.

3.
45

15 V2

y

10

V5

V5

y

45
x

45
x

4. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) What is the side length of the smallest square plate
on which a 20-cm chopstick can fit along a diagonal without
any overhang?
hsm11gmse_0802_t07592
Round your answer to the nearest
tenth
of
a
centimeter.
hsm11gmse_0802_t07591

hsm11gmse_0802_t07590

5. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The four blades of a helicopter meet at right angles
and are all the same length. The distance between the tips of two adjacent blades
is 36 ft. How long is each blade? Round your answer to the nearest tenth of a foot.
Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Find the value of each variable. If your
answer is not an integer, express it in simplest radical form.
6.

7.

40

x

30

60

30

10.

x

60 12

10
60
x

11.

2 V3

y

30
y

2 V3

y

9.

8.

y

x

9 V3

x

hsm11gmse_0802_t07595
30
60
hsm11gmse_0802_t0759460
x
y
y
hsm11gmse_0802_t07596
STEM

12. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) An escalator lifts people to the
second floor of a building, 25 ft above the first floor. The
escalator rises at a 30° angle. To the nearest foot, how far does
hsm11gmse_0802_t07598
hsm11gmse_0802_t07597
hsm11gmse_0802_t07599 25 ft
a person travel from the bottom to the top of the escalator?
30 º

Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Find the value of each
variable. If your answer is not an integer, express it in simplest radical form.
13.

7 V2
45
c

a

16.

b

14.
4 V3

30
d

6

15.

60
c

17.

a

a
30
c

45
d

18.

4

60
3 V2
hsm11gmse_0802_t07601
2 V3
a
45
b

b

b

10
60
d

8

b
6
hsm11gmse_0802_t07603
45
hsm11gmse_0802_t07602
b
a
a

PearsonTEXAS.com

hsm11gmse_0802_t07605
hsm11gmse_0802_t07606
hsm11gmse_0802_t07604
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19. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A farmer’s conveyor
belt carries bales of hay from the ground to the
barn loft. The conveyor belt moves at 100 ft/min.
How many seconds does it take for a bale of hay
to go from the ground to the barn loft?
STEM

12 ft

20. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) Jefferson Park sits
on one square city block 300 ft on each side.
Sidewalks across the park join opposite corners.
To the nearest foot, how long is each diagonal
sidewalk?

30

21. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) After heavy winds damaged a house, workers
placed a 6-m brace against its side at a 45° angle. Then, at the same spot on
HSM11GMSE_0802_a08330
the ground, they placed a second, longer brace to make a 30° angle with the2nd pass 01-12-09
30
6m
side of the house.
Durke
a. How long is the longer brace? Round to the nearest tenth of a meter.
b. About how much higher does the longer brace reach than the shorter brace?

45

22. Connect Mathematical Ideas (1)(F) Write a real-life problem that you can
solve using a 30°-60°-90° triangle with a 12-ft hypotenuse. Show your solution.
23. Construct a 30°-60°-90° triangle using a segment that is the given side.
a. the shorter leg

b. the hypotenuse

c. the longer leg

hsm11gmse_0802_t07607

24. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Find the length d,
in simplest radical form, of the diagonal of a cube with edges of
the given length.
a. 1 unit

b. 2 units

1

c. s units

TEXAS Test Practice

1

d
1

2

d
2
2

hsm11gmse_0802_t07608

25. The longer leg of a 30°-60°-90° triangle is 6. What is the length of the hypotenuse?
A. 213

B. 312

C. 413

D. 12

26. Which triangle is NOT a right triangle?
F.

G.
45
36
27

H.

J.
0.8

0.6

5 V2

5

4 V5

1.0
5

27. In right △ABC, ∠C is the right angle and CD is the altitude drawn to the
hypotenuse. If AD = 3 and DB = 9, what is AC? Show your work.

8 V5

7 V5

hsm11gmse_0802_t07612
hsm11gmse_0802_t07611
hsm11gmse_0802_t07609
hsm11gmse_0802_t07610
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Technology Lab
Use With Lesson 10-3

Exploring Trigonometric Ratios

teks (9)(A), (1)(D)

>

>

Use geometry software to construct AB and AC so that ∠A is acute. Through

>

>

>

a point D on AB , construct a line perpendicular to AB that intersects AC in
point E.

E

C

Moving point D changes the size of △ADE. Moving point C changes the size
of ∠A.
A

D

B

Exercises
1. • Measure ∠A and find the lengths of the sides of △ADE.

hsm11gmse_0803a_t08533.ai

leg opposite ∠A

• Calculate the ratio hypotenuse , which is ED
AE .
• Move point D to change the size of △ADE without changing m∠A.
		What do you observe about the ratio as the size of △ADE changes?
2. • Move point C to change m∠A.
a. What do you observe about the ratio as m∠A changes?
b. What value does the ratio approach as m∠A approaches 0? As m∠A
approaches 90?

E

Hypotenuse

A

C

Leg
opposite A

Leg adjacent
to A

D

B

leg opposite ∠A

3. • Make a table that shows values for m∠A and the ratio hypotenuse .
In your table, include 10, 20, 30, c , 80 for m∠A.
• Compare your table with a table of trigonometric ratios.

hsm11gmse_0803a_t08536.ai

leg opposite ∠A

		Do your values for hypotenuse match the values in one of the columns
of the table? What is the name of this ratio in the table?
4. Repeat Exercises 1–3 for
ED
which is AD
.

leg adjacent to ∠A
leg opposite∠A
, which is AD
AE , and leg adjacent to∠A ,
hypotenuse

5. • Choose a measure for ∠A and determine the ratio r =
Record m∠A and this ratio.

leg opposite ∠A
hypotenuse .

leg adjacent to ∠A

• Manipulate the triangle so that hypotenuse has the same value r.
Record this m∠A and compare it with your first value of m∠A.
• Repeat this procedure several times. Look for a pattern in the two
measures of ∠A that you found for different values of r.
		Make a conjecture.

PearsonTEXAS.com
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10-3

Trigonometry

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

TEKS (9)(A) Determine the
lengths of sides and measures
of angles in a right triangle
by applying the trigonometric
ratios sine, cosine, and tangent
to solve problems.

• Cosine – The cosine of an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the

TEKS (1)(A) Apply mathematics
to problems arising in everyday
life, society, and the workplace.

• Trigonometric ratio – a ratio of the lengths of two sides of a right triangle

length of the leg adjacent to the angle to the length of the hypotenuse.

• Sine – The sine of an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the length
of the leg opposite the angle to the length of the hypotenuse.

• Tangent – The tangent of an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the length
of the leg opposite the angle to the length of the leg adjacent to the angle.

• Apply – use knowledge or information for a specific purpose, such as solving

Additional TEKS (1)(F)

a problem

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
If you know certain combinations of side lengths and angle measures of a right
triangle, you can use ratios to find other side lengths and angle measures.

Key Concept Trigonometric Ratios
sine of ∠A =

length of leg opposite ∠A a
=c
length of hypotenuse

cosine of ∠A =

B

length of leg adjacent to ∠A
b
=c
length of hypotenuse

tangent of ∠A =

c

length of leg opposite ∠A
a
=b
length of leg adjacent to ∠A

A

a

C

b

You can abbreviate the ratios as
opposite

adjacent

opposite

sin A = hypotenuse, cos A = hypotenuse , and tan A = adjacent .

hsm11gmse_0803_t07622.ai
Problem 1
How do the sides
relate to jT ?
GR is across from, or
opposite, ∠T . TR is next
to, or adjacent to, ∠T .
TG is the hypotenuse
because it is opposite the
90° angle.

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Writing Trigonometric Ratios
What are the sine, cosine, and tangent ratios for jT ?
opposite
8
sin T = hypotenuse = 17
adjacent
15
cos T = hypotenuse = 17
opposite

17

T

15

G
8

R

8

tan T = adjacent = 15

hsm11gmse_0803_t07623.ai
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Problem 2
Using a Trigonometric Ratio to Find Distance

What is the first
step?
Look at the triangle and
determine how the sides
of the triangle relate to
the given angle.

Landmarks In 1990, the Leaning Tower of Pisa was
closed to the public due to safety concerns. The
tower reopened in 2001 after a 10-year project to
reduce its tilt from vertical. Engineers’ efforts were
successful and resulted in a tilt of 5°, reduced from
5.5°. Suppose someone drops an object from the
tower at a height of 150 ft. How far from the base
of the tower will the object land? Round to the
nearest foot.
The given side is adjacent to the given angle. The
side you want to find is opposite the given angle.
x

tan 5° = 150

Use the tangent ratio.

x = 150(tan 5°)
150

tan

5

5º

Multiply each side by 150.

150 ft

Use a calculator.

enter

x ≈ 13.12329953
The object will land about 13 ft
from the base of the tower.

Problem 3
Using Inverses
What is mjX to the nearest degree?
A

H

HSM11GMSE_0803_a08333
photo p08332
X
B

10

6

15

X

B

M
You know the lengths of the
hypotenuse and the side
hsm11gmse_0803_t07627.ai
opposite
∠X .
When should you use
an inverse?
Use an inverse when you
know two side lengths of
a right triangle and you
want to find the measure
of one of the acute
angles.

20

Use the sine ratio.
6
sin X = 10

You know the lengths of the
hypotenuse and the side
adjacent to ∠X .

hsm11gmse_0803_t07628.ai
Use the cosine ratio.

( )
6

m∠X = sin-1 10
10 enter
sin–1 6
m∠X ≈ 36.86989765
≈ 37

N

15

Write the ratio.

	 
cos X = 20

Use the inverse.

	 
m∠X = cos-1 20
cos–1 15
20 enter

Use a calculator.

( )
15

m∠X ≈ 41.40962211
≈ 41
PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 4

TEKS Process Standard (1)(A)

Using the Tangent Ratio
An urban planner needs to know the measure of the angle
formed by a street and the edge of a bike path. What
is the measure of jDEG to the nearest degree?
△DEG is a right triangle. You know the lengths of the side
adjacent to and the side opposite ∠DEG.

Which ratio should
you use?
When you know the
lengths of the side
adjacent to and of the
side opposite the angle,
use the tangent ratio.

150

tan∠DEG = 115
150
m∠DEG = tan-1 115

Write the ratio.

( )

tan–1

150

115

150 yd

D

Use the tangent ratio.

G

115 yd

Use the inverse.
E

Use a calculator.

enter

F

m∠DEG ≈ 52.52382044
≈ 53

NLINE

HO

ME

RK

O

The measure of ∠DEG is about 53.

WO

PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) Write the ratios for sin M,
cos M, and tan M.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

1.
7

M

25

L

2. M

7

24

K
4 V2

9

K

3. K

2 V3

2

L

L

4

M

Find the value of x. Round to the nearest tenth.
4.

5.

6.

x
x
7
20
hsm11gmse_0803_t07634.ai
x
41
64
hsm11gmse_0803_t07635.ai
hsm11gmse_0803_t07636.ai
35
11

7.

x

8.
10

28
x

62 50

9.

x

10

25
hsm11gmse_0803_t07639.ai
hsm11gmse_0803_t07637.ai
36
hsm11gmse_0803_t07638.ai

10. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A skateboarding ramp is 12 in. high and rises at an
angle of 17°. How long is the base of the ramp? Round to the nearest inch.

hsm11gmse_0803_t07641.ai

11. hsm11gmse_0803_t07640.ai
Apply Mathematics (1)(A) An escalator in the subway station
has a vertical
hsm11gmse_0803_t07642.ai
rise of 195 ft 9.5 in., and rises at an angle of 10.4°. How long is the escalator?
Round to the nearest foot.
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Find the value of x. Round to the nearest degree.
12.

15.

13.

14

5

x

16.

13
x

8

5

5.8

3.0 x 

14.

x

9

17.

x

0.34

17

x

0.15

41
hsm11gmse_0803_t07643.ai
hsm11gmse_0803_t07644.ai
hsm11gmse_0803_t07645.ai

18. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) Carlos plans to build a grain bin with
x
a radius of 15 ft. The recommended slant of the roof is 25°. He
hsm11gmse_0803_t07648.ai
wants
the roof to overhang the edge
of the bin by 1 ft. What
25
hsm11gmse_0803_t07646.ai
hsm11gmse_0803_t07647.ai
should the length x be? Give your answer in feet and inches.
1 ft
overhang

19. The lengths of the diagonals of a rhombus are 2 in. and
5 in. Find the measures of the angles of the rhombus to
the nearest degree.
15 ft

Find the value of x. Round to the nearest degree.
20.

21.

14

125
35

12

65.5

22.

x°

90 hsm11gmse_0803_t07649
x°

x°

Find the values of w and then x. Round lengths to the nearest
tenth and angle measures to the nearest degree.
23.

6
30

STEM

24.
w x 4

25.
102

10
56
w

34
x

w

102

42
x

26. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) All but two of the
pyramids built by the ancient Egyptians have faces
hsm11gmse_0803_t07650
hsm11gmse_0803_t07652
inclined at 52° angles. Suppose an archaeologist
hsm11gmse_0803_t07651
discovers the ruins of a pyramid. Most of the
pyramid has eroded, but the archaeologist is able
52
to determine that the length of a side of the square
base is 82 m. How tall was the pyramid, assuming
its faces were inclined at 52°? Round your answer
82 m
to the nearest meter.
HSM11GMSE_0803_a08334
2nd pass 01-12-09
Durke

PearsonTEXAS.com
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27. A rope is used to tether a badminton net
to the ground.
a. What is the length of the rope?

x

5 ft

b. What is the measure in degrees of the
angle the rope makes with the ground?

3.75 ft

28. For right △ABC with right ∠C, prove each
Proof of the following.
a. sin A 6 1

b. cos A 6 1

29. a.	In △ABC at the right, how does sin A compare to cos B?
Is this true for the acute angles of other right triangles?

B
34

b. The word cosine is derived from the words complement’s sine.
Which angle in △ABC is the complement of ∠A? Of ∠B?
A

c. Explain why the derivation of the word cosine makes sense.

16

C

30

30. a.	Create Representations to Communicate Mathematical Ideas (1)(E)
Explain why tan 60° = 13. Include a diagram with your explanation.

b. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) How are the sine and cosine of
hsm11gmse_0803_t07653
a 60° angle related? Explain.

STEM

31. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The Polish astronomer Nicolaus
Copernicus devised a method for determining the sizes of
the orbits of planets farther from the sun than Earth. His
method involved noting the number of days between the
times that a planet was in the positions labeled A and B in
the diagram. Using this time and the number of days in each
planet’s year, he calculated c and d.
a. For Mars, c = 55.2 and d = 103.8. How far is Mars from
the sun in astronomical units (AU)? One astronomical
unit is defined as the average distance from Earth to the
center of the sun, about 93 million miles.

Ou

lanet’s or
bit
ter p

Ea

A

rth’s orbit

A
c˚

Sun

d˚

1 AU

B
B

Not to scale

b. For Jupiter, c = 21.9 and d = 100.8. How far is Jupiter
from the sun in astronomical units?

TEXAS Test Practice
32. Grove Street has a grade of 20%. That means that the street
rises 20 ft for every 100 ft of horizontal distance. To the
nearest tenth, at what angle does Grove Street rise?

Grove

Street

100 ft

A. 11.3°
B. 11.5°
C. 78.5°
D. 78.7°
33. Which of the following figures is NOT a parallelogram?
F. square
G. trapezoid
H. rhombus
J. rectangle
hsm11gmse_0803_t11913
34. In △ABC, AB 7 BC 7 AC. One angle has a measure of 168. What are all the
possible whole-number values for the measure of ∠A? Explain.
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20 ft

10-4

Angles of Elevation and
Depression

TEKS FOCUS

VOCABULARY

TEKS (9)(A) Determine the lengths of sides and
measures of angles in a right triangle by applying
the trigonometric ratios sine, cosine, and tangent to
solve problems.
TEKS (1)(A) Apply mathematics to problems
arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace.

• Angle of elevation – the angle formed by a horizontal line and
the line of sight to an object above the horizontal line

• Angle of depression – the angle formed by a horizontal line
and the line of sight to an object below the horizontal line

• Apply – use knowledge or information for a specific purpose,
such as solving a problem

Additional TEKS (1)(F)

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING
You can use the angles of elevation and depression as the acute angles of right
triangles formed by a horizontal distance and a vertical height.

Key Concept

Angles of Elevation and Depression

Term Description
An angle of elevation is the angle formed by a
horizontal line and the line of sight to an object
above the horizontal line.
An angle of depression is the angle formed by a
horizontal line and the line of sight to an object
below the horizontal line.

Diagram

Horizontal line
Angle of
depression

38

Angle of
elevation
38
Horizontal line

HSM11GMSE_0804_a08342
2nd pass 01-13-09
Durke

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Problem 1
Identifying Angles of Elevation and Depression
How can you tell
if it is an angle
of elevation or of
depression?
Place your finger on the
vertex of the angle. Trace
along the nonhorizontal
side of the angle. See
if your finger is above
(elevation) or below
(depression) the vertex.

What is a description of the angle as it
relates to the situation shown?
A j1

	
∠1 is the angle of depression from
the bird to the person in the hot-air
balloon.
B j4

	
∠4 is the angle of elevation from
the base of the mountain to the
person in the hot-air balloon.

Problem 2

TEKS Process Standard (1)(A)

Using the Angle of Elevation
Wind Farm Suppose a building is located 400 ft from a wind farm turbine.
A worker is standing at a window on the second floor of the building.
The angle of elevation to the hub of the turbine is 35.5°. The worker’s
eye level is 15 ft above the ground. Approximately how tall is the
turbine from the ground to its hub?
x

tan 35.5° = 400
x = 400(tan 35.5°)
400

tan

35.5

enter

Use the tangent ratio.
Solve for x.
Use a calculator.

285.3172272

x ft

35.5º
Why does the
worker’s eye level
matter here?
The normal line of sight
is a horizontal line. The
angle of elevation starts
from this eye level, not
from the ground.

442

400 ft

So x ≈ 285, which is the height from the worker’s eye level to the hub of the
turbine. To find the total height of the turbine, add the height from the ground to
the worker’s eyes. Since 285 + 15 = 300, the wind turbine is about 300 ft tall from
the ground to its hub.

Lesson 10-4 Angles of Elevation and Depression

Problem 3

TEKS Process Standard (1)(F)

Using the Angle of Depression
To approach runway 17 of the Ponca City Municipal
Airport in Oklahoma, the pilot must begin a 3° descent
starting from a height of 2714 ft above sea level. The
airport is 1007 ft above sea level. To the nearest tenth
of a mile, how far from the runway is the airplane at the
start of this approach?
Why is the angle of
elevation also 3°?
The path of the airplane
before descent is parallel
to the ground. So the
angles formed by the
path of descent are
congruent alternate
interior angles.

The airplane is 2714 - 1007, or 1707 ft,
above the level of the airport.
1707

sin 3° = x

sin

5280

Airport
Not to scale

3

x

3 hsm11gmse_0804_t07813.ai

Use the sine ratio.

1707
x=
sin 3°

1707

1707 ft

3 Angle of descent

3

enter

enter

32616.19969

6.177310548

Solve for x.
hsm11gmse_0804_t07815.ai
Use a calculator.
Divide by 5280 to convert feet to miles.

NLINE

HO

ME

RK

O

The airplane is about 6.2 mi from the runway.

WO

PRACTICE and APPLICATION EXERCISES

Scan page for a Virtual Nerd™ tutorial video.

Describe each angle as it relates to the situation in the diagram.
For additional support when
completing your homework,
go to PearsonTEXAS.com.

1. ∠1

2. ∠2

3. ∠3

4. ∠4

5. ∠5

6. ∠6

7. ∠7

8. ∠8

4
8
3

5

2
Max

1
Find the value of x. Round to the nearest tenth of a unit.
HSM11GMSE_0804_a08348 10.
9.
100
2ndft pass 01-13-09
x
Durke
20

hsm11gmse_0804_t07825.ai

7
6

Maya

HSM11GMSE_0804_a08349
2nd pass 01-13-09
Durke
203 m

22
x

hsm11gmse_0804_t07827.ai

PearsonTEXAS.com
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11. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A meteorologist measures the angle of elevation of a
weather balloon as 41°. A radio signal from the balloon indicates that it is 1503 m
from his location. To the nearest meter, how high above the ground is the balloon?
Find the value of x. Round to the nearest tenth of a unit.
12.

13.

27
580 yd

x

x

18
2 km

14. Analyze Mathematical Relationships (1)(F) A tourist looks out from the crown
of the Statue of Liberty, approximately 250 ft above ground. The tourist sees a
ship
coming into the harbor and measures the angle of depression as 18°. Find
hsm11gmse_0804_t07830.ai
hsm11gmse_0804_t07833.ai
the distance from the base of the statue to the ship, to the nearest foot.
15. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) The world’s tallest unsupported flagpole is a
282-ft-tall steel pole in Surrey, British Columbia. The shortest shadow cast by
the pole during the year is 137 ft long. To the nearest degree, what is the angle of
elevation of the sun when casting the flagpole’s shortest shadow?
The angle of elevation e from A to B and the angle of depression d from B to
A are given. Find the measure of each angle.
16. e: (7x - 5)°, d: 4(x + 7)°

17. e: (3x + 1)°, d: 2(x + 8)°

18. e: (x + 21)°, d: 3(x + 3)°

19. e: 5(x - 2)°, d: (x + 14)°

20. Explain Mathematical Ideas (1)(G) A communications tower is
located on a plot of flat land. The tower is supported by several guy
wires. Assume that you are able to measure distances along the
ground, as well as angles formed by the guy wires and the ground.
Explain how you could estimate each of the following measurements.

Tower
Guy
wires

a. the length of any guy wire
b. how high on the tower each wire is attached
21. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A blimp provides aerial television views of a football
game. The television camera sights the stadium at a 7° angle of depression. The
altitude of the blimp is 400 m. What is the line-of-sight distance from the television
camera to the base of the stadium? Round to the nearest hundred meters.
Not to scale

Your News Leader

Channel 12

hsm11gmse_0804_t07835.ai

7

400 m
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HSM11GMSE_0804_a08350
2nd pass 01-13-09
Durke

22. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) Two office buildings are 51 m apart. The height of the
taller building is 207 m. The angle of depression from the top of the taller building
to the top of the shorter building is 15°. Find the height of the shorter building to
the nearest meter.
Apply Mathematics (1)(A) An airplane at a constant altitude a flies a
horizontal distance d toward you at velocity v. You observe for time t and
measure its angles of elevation jE1 and jE2 at the start and end of your
observation. Find the missing information.
23. a = ■ mi, v = 5 mi>min, t = 1 min, m∠E1 = 45, m∠E2 = 90
24. a = 2 mi, v = ■ mi>min, t = 15 s, m∠E1 = 40, m∠E2 = 50
25. a = 4 mi, d = 3 mi, v = 6 mi>min, t = ■ min, m∠E1 = 50, m∠E2 = ■
26. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) A firefighter on the ground sees
fire break through a window near the top of the building.
The angle of elevation to the windowsill is 28°. The angle of
elevation to the top of the building is 42°. The firefighter is
75 ft from the building and her eyes are 5 ft above the ground.
What roof-to-windowsill distance can she report by radio to
firefighters on the roof?
27. Apply Mathematics (1)(A) For locations in the United States,
the relationship between the latitude / and the greatest angle
of elevation a of the sun at noon on the first day of summer
is a = 90° - / + 23.5°. Find the latitude of your town. Then
determine the greatest angle of elevation of the sun for your
town on the first day of summer.

28

42

75 ft
Not to scale

TEXAS Test Practice
28. A 107-ft-tall building casts a shadow of 90 ft. To the nearest whole degree, what is
the angle of elevation of the sun?
A. 33°

C. 50°

B. 40°

D. 57°

29. A parallelogram has four congruent sides.
a. Name the types of parallelograms that have this property.
b. What is the most precise name for the figure, based only on the given
description? Explain.
c. Draw a diagram to show the categorization of parallelograms.

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Topic 10

Review

TOPIC VOCABULARY
• angle of depression, p. 441

• Pythagorean triple, p. 423

• tangent, p. 436

• angle of elevation, p. 441

• sine, p. 436

• trigonometric ratio, p. 436

• cosine, p. 436

Check Your Understanding
Choose the correct term to complete each sentence.
1. ? are ratios of side lengths in right triangles.
2. A(n) ? is formed by a horizontal line and the line of sight above that line.
3. A set of three nonzero whole numbers that satisfy a2 + b2 = c2 form a(n) ? .

10-1 The Pythagorean Theorem and Its Converse
Quick Review

Exercises

The Pythagorean Theorem holds true for any right
triangle.

Find the value of x. If your answer is not an integer,
express it in simplest radical form.

(leg 1)2 + (leg 2)2 = (hypotenuse)2
a2

+

b2

=

4.

8

The Converse of the Pythagorean Theorem states that
if a2 + b2 = c2 , where c is the greatest side length of a
triangle, then the triangle is a right triangle.
6.
b2

c2

+
=
x2 + 122 = 202
x2 = 256
x = 16

7.
x

What is the value of x?
Pythagorean Theorem

x

20

Substitute.
Simplify.
Take the square root.

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07692.ai

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07686.ai
12

x
15

16

x

Example
a2

5.

14

c2

x

9
18

12

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07696.ai
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07694.ai
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07685.ai
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10-2 Special Right Triangles
Quick Review

Exercises

45° -45° -90° Triangle

Find the value of each variable. If your answer is not an
integer, express it in simplest radical form.

hypotenuse = 12

30° -60° -90° Triangle

# leg

8.

#
#

9.
y

7

hypotenuse = 2 shorter leg
longer leg = 13 shorter leg

x

10

45
x

Example

10.

What is the value of x?
The triangle is a 30° -60° -90° triangle,
and x represents the length of the
longer leg.

45

20

6

14
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07701.ai
y
30
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07699.ai
x

60

longer leg = 13 # shorter leg

11.

y

60
x

30
x

12. A square garden has sides 50 ft long. You stretch a
hose
from one corner of the garden to another corner
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07702.ai
along the garden’s diagonal. To the nearest tenth, how
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07705.ai
long is the hose?

x = 2013

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07697.ai

10-3 and 10-4 Trigonometry and Angles of Elevation and Depression
Exercises

Quick Review
In right △ABC, C is the right angle.
sin ∠A =

leg opposite ∠A
hypotenuse

cos ∠A =

leg adjacent to ∠A
hypotenuse

Express sin A, cos A, and tan A as ratios.

A
Hypotenuse

Adjacent
to A

C

Opposite A

B

13.

B

14. A

20

2 V19

C

18

A

20

12

C

leg opposite ∠A
tan ∠A =
leg adjacent to ∠A

B

16

Find the value of x to the nearest tenth.

Example
What is FE to the nearest tenth?

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07709.ai
hsm11gmse_08cr_t11865.ai
15.
16.
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07710.ai
22
D

You know the length of the hypotenuse,
and FE is the side adjacent to ∠E.
cos 41° = FE
9
FE = 9(cos 41° )
FE ≈ 6.8

12

12

36
9

Use cosine.

x

x

41

E

Multiply each side by 9.
Use a calculator.

F

17. While flying a kite, Linda lets out 45 ft of string
and anchors it to the ground. She determines that
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07712.ai
the angle of elevation of the kite
is 58°. What is the
hsm11gmse_08cr_t07711.ai
height of the kite from the ground? Round to the
nearest tenth.

hsm11gmse_08cr_t07707.ai
PearsonTEXAS.com
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TEKS Cumulative Practice

Multiple Choice
Read each question. Then write the letter of the correct
answer on your paper.
1. From the top of a 45-ft-tall building, the angle of
depression to the edge of a parking lot is 48°. About how
many feet is the base of the building from the edge of
the parking lot?
48

4. In △HTQ, if m∠H = 72 and m∠Q = 55, what is the
correct order of the lengths of the sides from least to
greatest?
F. TQ, HQ, HT
G. TQ, HT, HQ
H. HQ, HT, TQ
J. HQ, TQ, HT
5. If m∠2 = m∠3, which statement must be true?
2

45 ft

3



1

m

t
A. 50 ft

C. 20.7 ft

B. 40.5 ft

D. 1312 ft

hsm11gmse_08cu_t08399.ai
2. What is the converse
of the following statement?
		
If you study in front of the television, then you do not
score well on exams.
F. If you do not study in front of the television, then you
score well on exams.

n

A. / } m

C. t # /

B. t # m

D. m∠1 = m∠2

hsm11gmse_08cu_t08401.ai
6. A bike messenger
has just been asked to make an
additional stop. Now, instead of biking straight from
the law office to the court, she is going to stop at City
Hall in between. Approximately how many additional
miles will she bike?

G. If you score well on exams, then you do not study in
front of the television.

LAW
OFFICE

COURT

Old route

H. If you do not score well on exams, then you study in
front of the television.
J. If you study in front of the television, then you score
well on exams.

1

3. What are the values of x and of y in the parallelogram
below?
B. x = 6, y = 10
C. x = 6, y = 14
D. x = 2, y = 2

6y  55

15  y

hsm11gmse_08cu_t08400.ai
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F. 1.4 mi
G. 0.6 mi

x2

TEKS Cumulative Practice

i

1

CITY
HALL

3x  10

A. x = 3, y = 5

m

H. 2 mi
J. 3.4 mi

hsm11gmse_08cu_t08403.ai

i
m

7. △ABC has AB = 7, BC = 24, and CA = 24.
Which statement is true?

14. The measure of an angle is 12 more than 5 times its
complement. What is the measure of the angle?

A. △ABC is an equilateral triangle.

15. What is the sum of the measures of the interior angles
of a polygon with 15 sides?

B. △ABC is an isosceles triangle.

16. A woman stands 15 ft from a statue. She looks up at an
angle of 60° to see the top of the statue. Her eye level
is 5 ft above the ground. How tall is the statue to the
nearest foot?

C. ∠C is the largest angle.
D. ∠B is the smallest angle.
8. What is the value of y?
F. 16

Constructed Response

y

G. 813
H. 812

45

J. 8

8

9. What is the approximate height of
the rectangle at the right?
A. 0.1 cm

C. 12.8 cm

B. 9.4 cm

D. 15.1 cm

x

32°

hsm11gmse_08cu_t08405.ai
8 cm

Gridded Response
10. A roofer leans a 20-ft ladder against a house. The base
of the ladder is 7 ft from the house. How high, in feet, on
the house does the ladder reach? Round to the nearest
tenth of a foot.
11. A ship’s loading ramp is 15 ft long and makes an angle
of 18° with the dock. How many feet above the dock, to
the nearest tenth of a foot, is the ship’s deck?

17. In the trapezoid at the right,
BE = 2x - 8, DE = x - 4, and
AC = x + 2.
B
a. Write and solve an equation for x.
b. Find the length of each diagonal.

A

D
E

C

18. In △ABC, BC 7 BA. Draw △ABC and the median BD.
hsm11gmse_08cu_t08412.ai
Use the Converse of the Hinge Theorem to explain
why ∠BDC is obtuse.
19. A clothing store window designer is preparing a new
window display. Using the lower left-hand corner of
the window as the origin, she marks points at (1, 7),
(4, 3), (9, 3), (12, 7), and (6.5, 11). The designer uses
tape to connect the points to form a polygon. Is the
polygon an equilateral pentagon? Justify your answer.
20. A youth organization is designing a 25 in.-by-40 in.
rectangular flag, as shown below. The designers want
the shaded triangles to be similar.
A

40

B

E

15 ft

25

20

18

12. What is the value of x in the figure below?
D
hsm11gmse_08cu_t08406.ai
21
3
4

x

13. In a 30°-60°-90° triangle, the longer leg measures
5613 cm. How many centimeters long is the
hypotenuse?
hsm11gmse_08cu_t08408.ai

F

C

a. What should DF be in order to make
△EDF ∼ △CBA? Explain your reasoning.
b. Are the hypotenuses of the two triangles parallel?
hsm11gmse_08cu_t08414.ai
How do you
know?

PearsonTEXAS.com
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Additional Practice

Topic 9
Lesson 9-1
The polygons are similar. Find the value of each variable.
1.

12

3.

2.

100°
y
z

3y - 2

4.5

2

5x

y

4.

x°

30°

7

3

4
2.5

y

3x°

y

3.5

x+4

7

x

5

3y

8

5. Are all equilateral quadrilaterals similar? Explain.

Lesson 9-2
Describe the composition of transformations that maps one figure to the other figure.
6.

y
14

A

7.
R

14

S

B 10

6

T

2
O 2

6

2

x
10 14

A

U

S

6
- 14 - 10

y

R

- 14 - 10 T

B

D

O 2C 6

C -6

x
10 14

-6

F

8. Use the definition of similarity in terms of a dilation to
determine whether the triangles are similar. If they are,
describe the similarity transformation that maps one to
the other and write the similarity statement. If they are
not, explain.

H
X
G
Y
Z

Lesson 9-3

Can you prove that the triangles are similar? If so, write a similarity statement and tell
whether you would use AA = , SAS = , or SSS = .
9.

10. X

C
12

Q

8

W

21

T

14

M
664

N

Additional Practice

P

Z

E
Y

11.

F

R

L
15
12

H

24

16

T

Additional Practice

Lesson 9-3 continued
E

12. Refer to the figure at the right. Explain how you
know that AB } ED.

12

B

13. You want to determine the height of your school
building. The building casts a 6-foot shadow at
the same time you cast a 15-inch shadow. If you
are 5 feet tall, how tall is the school building?

8

5
4

A

C

6

10

D

Lesson 9-4
Find the geometric mean of each pair of numbers.
14. 9 and 16

15. 5 and 80

16. 8 and 32

Find the value of each variable. If an answer is not a whole number, leave it in
simplest radical form.
17.

18.
x

z

y
1

3

10
y

4

z

x

19. Give a coordinate proof of the converse of Corollary 1 to
Theorem 9-3. That is, prove (in the coordinate plane) that if CD is the
altitude from C to side AB of △ABC, and if CD is the geometric mean
of AD and DB, then △ABC is a right triangle with its right angle at C.
20. An artist is going to cut four similar right triangles from a
rectangular piece of paper like the one shown to the right. What is
the distance from B and D to the diagonal AC?

B

C

5

A

12

D

Lesson 9-5
Find the value of x.
21.

22.
12
5

23.

9

x

40

x

x

21

10
6

13

24. The figure shows the locations of a high school, a
computer store, a library, and a convention center. The
street along which the computer store and library are
located bisects the obtuse angle formed by two of the
other streets. Use the information in the figure to find
the distance from the library to the convention center.

3 mi
High
School

2.1x

Library
6 mi

4 mi

Convention
Center

Computer Store
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Topic 10
Lessons 10-1 and 10-2
Find the value of x. If your answer is not a whole number, leave it in simplest radical form.
1.

2.
x

12

3.
5

605

9

x

9

4.

6

5.

x

6.
10

4

6

x

8

x

x
60°

7. A rectangular lot is 165 ft long and 90 ft wide. How many feet of
fencing are needed to make a diagonal fence for the lot? Round to the
nearest foot.
The lengths of the sides of a triangle are given. Classify each triangle as acute,
right, or obtuse.
8. 3, 5, 7

9. 8, 9, 11

10. 0.5, 1.2, 1.3

11. 15, 4, 5

12. 13, 13, 16

13. 24, 32, 38

14.

15.

16.

Find the missing side lengths. If your answer is not a whole number, leave it in
simplest radical form.
60°

26 cm

12 cm

30°

4 in.

17.

18.

19.
1

60°

30°
30°
60°
8 in.
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Lesson 10-3
Find the value of x. Round lengths of segments to the nearest tenth and angle
measures to the nearest degree.
20.

21.

22.

11

24.

375
12

x

x5

10

8
545

23

485
5

23.

x

x5

x

25.
25

x5

6.5
47
ramp

26. An architect includes wheelchair ramps in her plans for the entrance to a
new museum. She wants the angle that the ramp makes with level ground
to measure 4°. Will the dimensions shown in the figure work? If not, what
change should she make?

8 ft
100 ft

27. How long is the guy wire shown in the figure if it is attached to the top
of a 50-ft antenna and makes a 70° angle with the ground? Round to the
nearest tenth.
28. A 15-ft ladder is propped against a vertical wall and makes a 72° angle with
the ground. How far is the foot of the ladder from the base of the wall?
Round to the nearest tenth.

Lesson 10-4

x

50 ft

705

Solve each problem. Round your answers to the nearest foot.
29. A couple is taking a balloon ride. After 25 minutes aloft, they measure the
angle of depression from the balloon to its launch place as 16°. They are
180 ft above ground. Find the distance from the balloon to its launch place.
30. A surveyor is 300 ft from the base of an apartment building. The angle
of elevation to the top of the building is 24°, and the surveyor’s anglemeasuring device is 5 ft above the ground. Find the height of the building.
31. Your friend is flying a kite. She lets out 105 ft of string and anchors it to the
ground. She determines that the angle of elevation of the kite is 48°. Find
the height of the kite above the ground.
32. Two office buildings are 100 ft apart. From the edge of the shorter
building, the angle of elevation to the top of the taller building is 28°,
and the angle of depression to the bottom is 42°. Find the height of each
building.
33. The pilot of a plane flying at 10,000 ft spots a hot air balloon in the
distance. The balloon is 9000 ft above ground. The angle of depression
from the plane to the balloon is 30°. Find the distance from the plane to
the balloon.

28°
42°

100 ft
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